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SENIOR SKULLS ANNOUNCE NEW
FRESHMAN RULES FOR NEXT Y
Restricted Period Will End with Christmas Vacation.
Privilege of Accompanying Ladies on Campus
Fridays and Saturdays Denied
qe—
President Lon Inme.s of the Senior
Skulls announced this week that several All-Maine Women To
,hanges have been made in the freshmai
rules for next year. The changes have
been made by the Skulls in the hope
•hat they will promote better feeling
mivong the students.
The most noticeable change in the rules
is that the restricted period is shortened
by two months. The freshman-sopho-
more track meet will take place on the
-econd Saturday in December, and if the
freshmen win, the rules will be removed
automatically as soon as the last event
has been run off. If the sophomores win,
,he rules will be removed on the opening
.f the University following the Christ-
mas recess.
Another change is that freshmen will
:lot be allowed to accompany ladies with-
nt special permission from the Senior
skulls. This year they were allowed
Lriday and Saturday night privileges,
but these will be removed during the re-
stricted period next year.
The rule prohibiting the wearing of
knickers and preparatory school insig-
nia will also prohibit sport shoes.
The bag scrap will be limited to a
hundred men from each class, the par-
ticipants to be chosen by the class or-
ganizations, with the approval of the
Senior Skulls. In all other respects the
Bag Scrap and the Night Shirt Parade
will be the same as they were this year.
A committee of freshmen made up of
Stanwood Searles and Roger Hefler pre-
sented a plan to the Skulls, which would
have modified the code considerably more
than the modification which was passed.
%Vith the shorter period of rules will
tome stricter enforcement. Haircuts as
means of punishment for infringe-
ments of the rules will be retained, tho
;hey will be used only in extreme cases.
Colby College Professor
Is Next Chapel Speaker
Prof. John J. Wilkinson Is History
Department Head There
Professor John J. Wilkinson, Ph.D..
'lead of the department of history at
Colby College, will be the assembly speak-
•.r on Monday morning. His subject is.
'Nationalism by Internationalism". Dr.
Wilkinson has been professor of history
at Colby for six years and is popular
vs ith the student body there.
That Professor Wilkinson is well qual-
ified to present an interesting talk is
-eel' from accounts of his activities. He
received a B. Litt. degree from William
.ttid Mary College in 1902 and for the
:lest three years was connected with
that institution as instructor in Latin
:ind (ireek. After obtaining an M.A. de-
..:ree at Columbia he was for nine years
i)ean of Washington College. Later on
he taught history at Wesleyan Univer-
sity and University of Vermont Summer
school before finally going to Colby in
1924.
Professor Wilkinson is a member of
"hi Beta Kappa Society, American His-
-wal Association. Political Science As-
Atom and besides having a Ph.D.
gree from Columbia holds the honorary
:r'eti of LL.D. from NVashington Col-
Honor Society• Members on
Recognition Day Committee
As previously announced, May the
eleventh will be Scholarship Recognition
11ay. Exercises will be held at 9:30 A.M.
'1 the Chapel. Dean Paul Nixon of
110wdoin College will be the speaker.
The President of the University and
vresidents of the four Honor Societies
'ill have places reserved on the platform.
t`udent members of the four honor so-
cieties and initiates will assemble at 9:23
in the gymnasium. march in through the
enter door of the Chapel, and occupy
-eserved seats. Professor Harry Smith
'ill Play an organ prelude and postlude.
Chemical Abstracts of April 20, 1931,
'vitals several abstracts by Dr. C. A.
Elrauthteht.
Give Annual Pageant
Annual Presentation Is Feature of
Commencement Week Program.
Cast Already Chosen
A beautiful and colorful feature of
Commencement Week will be the pageant
presented by the All-Maine Women on
the University Green on Saturday, June
0. This year, Pioneers by Constance
Mackaye has been chosen; and rehears-
als are now being held, udder the direc-
tion of Mrs. Marcia Edgerton Bailey.
The theme is the fortitude and stead-
fastness of the pioneers, who, opposed
by unfriendly powers and beset by fever,
famine and death, overcome all adverse
forces and win their aid. Music, song,
and dancing play an important part in
the dramatization.
The custom of presenting a pageant at
this time was instituted five years ago
by the All-Maine Women and has be-
come so popular that it is now an insti-
tution of Commencement Week. Each
of the pageants has been directed by Mrs.
Bailey, who is well known for her dra-
matic ability. The beauty of the cam-
pus itself, which is admirably suited for
such a presentation, lends to the impres-
siveness of the spectacle, and hundreds of
alumni are present to witness it.
The cast of characters is as follows:
Pioneer Man, Ernestine Merrill; Pi-
oneer Woman, Anna Buck; Spirit of
the Wilderness, Evelyn Randall; Fever,
Marjorie Deane Stevens; Famine, Eula-
lie Collins; Death, Dorothea Greene;
Spirits of Spring, Mary McLoon, Helen
Beasley, and Gloria Wadleigh.
Powers of the Forest: Martha Smith,
Hildreth Montgomery, June Wheeler,
Polly Brown, Dorothea Temple, Mary
Elmore, Daisy Deldeyer, Grace Quar-
rington, Melba Gifford, Ruth Callaghan,
Elizabeth Tryon.
Powers of the River: Shirley Hatch,
Ethel Thomas, Betty Barrows, Evelyn
Gleason, Hope Clark, Margaret Hum-
phrey, Dolly Dunphy, Clarine Coffin,
Louise Hill, Mary Scott, Helen Osgood,
Lucille Nason.
Forest Sprites: Marjorie Moulton, Ro
hertz Murray, Merrita Dunn, Goldie
Modes, Enid Humphreys, Allegra Inger-
son, Janet Winton, Beatrice Cummings.
Mist Maidens: Sylvia Hickson, Berta
Smythe. Priscilla Bell, Harriet Porter.
Hazel Parkhurst, president of All-
Maine Women, is chairman of the page-
ant committee. The committees for ar-
rangement are as follows:
Properties: Margaret Churchill, Es-
telle Burrill, Helen Stearns; Costumes:
Martha Wasgatt, Mary Carter; Pro-
(Continued on Page Three)
Managers for Baseball,
Relay, and Track To Be
Elected Next Tuesday
The elections for the managers and as-
sistant managers of relay, track, and
baseball will be held on Tuesday, May
12, from 9:00 A.M. until 5 P.M. The
following men are candidates:
Manager of baseball: Guy A. Booker
and Edwin M. Dane; Assistant manager
of baseball: Kenneth R. Barker, William
F.. Canders. Leonard R. Hunt, Holden
F. Jackson. and James H. Rice. Man-
ager of relay: Leroy F. Shaw; Assistant
manager of relay: Paul J. Corban, Ever-
ett C. Ladd, Ralph L. Perry, Kenneth
E. Pullen, and Arthur P. Scheller;
Manager of track: John P. Doyle; As-
sistant manager of track: Richard C.
Alden, Stuart L. Deane, Ralph L Perry,
Alpha P. Thayer, and Robert P. Wil-
lard.
Mr. Morris of the Public Speaking
Department is unable to attend classes
for the present as a result of an accident
Sunday afternoon in which he burned
his face and arms quite severely.
Maine Masque Will Present
"Broken Dishes" Thursday
also pleased her audience with some sa-
tiric poems on the Edgar A. Guest type.
Many of the lyrics and sonnets were
truly beautiful, both in their conception
EAR Writer of Farce is Also Author of
"The Criminal Code." Play Is
a Junior Week Feature
"Broken Dishes", the well-known farce
by Martin Flavin. will be presented by
the Maine Masque as the Junior Week
play, on May 7 in Alumni Hall. This
farce is filled with amusing situations.
and the characters are all well drawn.
The plot centers around the old love
affair of Jenny Bumpsted and Chester
Armstrong, and the attempts of Elaine,
Jenny's youngest daughter, to marry the
man she loves against her mother's will.
The part of Jenny, the strong-minded
mother of three daughters, is taken by
Ernestine Merrill, and Elaine by Helen
Findlay. Myra Bumpsted, the oldest
daughter, an old maid with incurably
romantic tendencies, is played by Mary
Elmore, and Mabel, the plump, placid
sister with a voracious appetite, by Hope
Clark. Edward Berry takes the part of
Cyrus Bumpsted, the lovable, cheerful.
and terribly henpecked husband of Jen-
ny.
Bill Clark, the delivery boy who is in
love with Elaine, is played by Philip
Anderson, and the part of Sam Green,
the loyal friend and fellow lodge member
of Cyrus, is taken by Walter Hall. At-
wood Levensaler appears as the Reverend
Dr. Stump, near sighted and deal; War-
ren Kane as the city detective Quinn, and
John Barry as the distinguished strang-
er who arrives just in time.
Jackson College Convention
Attended by Maine Co-eds JUNIOR WEEK ACTIVITIES TO OPEN
Gathering Discusses Problems of WITH CHAPEL PROGRAM THURSDAY
Discipline Common to Many
Modern Colleges
• Maine was represented by Margaret
Churchill, Martha Smith, Marjorie
Moulton, Alice Dyer, and Francelia Dean
at the Student Government Conference
held at Jackson College, Medford, Mass.,
April 23, 24, and 25. The convention
discussed problems relating to discipline,
the proctor system and similar problems
common to all colleges, as well as the
individual problems of the colleges rep-
resented at the conference. The meetings
were found to be very helpful and gave-
the girls an idea of how other colleges
were handling problems lar to those
on our campus. An attempt was made
to have Student Government have fewer
rules and to take more into consideration
the person with which it is dealing.
The representatives believe that the
Maine girls should feel fortunate to
think that our Student Government has
SO few rules and that they are very leni-
ent in comparison to the rigid and firm
rules found at other colleges represented
at the conference. A set of resolutions
was passed which will be printed at a
later date. The other colleges represent-
ed at the convention were R. I. State
College, Connecticut Agricultural Col-
lege, Massachusetts State College, Bates,
Ciilby, Middlebury, New Hampshire
Sta:, College. and Jackson.
Florence Burrill Jacobs, Maine Poetess,
Gives Reading Before Contributors' Club
Mrs. Florence Burrill Jacobs, of Mad-
ison, was the guest artist of the Contrib-
utor's Club of the University of Maine
for their literary meeting on last Thurs-
day. Mrs. Jacobs read her poetry for
an hour in a manner that won the ap-
plause of the rather choice audience that
greeted her appearance here.
Explaining that most poets were said
to be autobiographical in their poetic
treatments she explained to begin with
that her poetry was largely observations
of neighbors or of the well known
scenes that can be found in this state.
She read from her work a number of
Tells Audience Real Meaning of
Education Is Vague to
Most People
"Why Education" was the subject of
an address given at Chapel Monday
morning by Bertram E. l'ackard, State
Commissioner of Education and member
of the Board of Trustees of the Univer-
sity of Maine.
Mr. Packard struck the keynote of the
address in his anecdote of the Oxford
professor, who, after many long and
studious years spent in educating him-
self and others, wrote: "After fifty years
of education, I still wonder what it is
all about."
According to Mr. Packard, we, too,
"wonder what it is all about."
"We do not really understand the
term 'education', any more than we un-
derstand the term 'democracy'. And,
both of these are of vast importance to
us. not only. as separate factors in our
but also in their relation to
each other. The two are very closely
interwoven in both tradition and present
standards."
Mr. Packard in explaining this state-
ment gave a brief survey of the educa-
tional development in the United States.
He showed that in this country, at least,
education had its beginning in democracy.
He pointed out the fact that it was the
need for competent persons to carry out
the plan of self-government that in the
first place led to the rise of educational
institutions.
He went on to say that as the popula-
tion of the country grew, and as the
government became more complicated,
the necessity for a more highly-devel-
oped system of education became evi-
lyrics, several sonnets, and two or three audience were deeply impressed with the dent, and the standards were made high-
beauty of her poems and the promise of er.longer poems of a narrative nature. She
even greater work. "At the present time we have estab-
The Contributor's Club, the host of fished certain outstanding ideals of edu-
Mrs. Jacobs, is composed of students and cation—mainly three: Elementary edu-
cation must be provided for all persons
at the expense of the government. Sec-
ondary education must be provided for
all persons at public expense. And the
secondary schools must be preparatory
for a higher school of education so that
those who wish to do so may avail them-
selves of such an opportunity.
Picked from Six Students to Speak "In the past few years we have been
on Topic "Peace" at Bates trying to give the high school student
Monday who will not be able to go to college a
broader preparation for life. We realize
Atwood Levensaler will represent the the necessity for preparation for our
University of Maine in the annual speak- leisure time as well as for our life-work.
The primary object of education now isMg contest of Maine colleges to be held
at Bates on Monday night. This contest to make for better citizenship and bet-
ter democracy."
and in their formation, while many of
the sonnets read were taken from groups !
of such poems under a general head.
Not to disappoint her audience as far
as the autobiographical element was
concerned, she concluded her readings
with a lyric which she admitted was
from her own life, rather than from the
lives of her neighbors.
Mrs. Jacobs, a school teacher, is one
of the younger Maine poetesses, and her
work shows a masterly handling and a
fine spirit that speaks well for her fu-
ture development. Her rather critical
faculty members of the University.
Interesting Program Being
Planned for Next Play Day
Event To Be Held on Campus
May 9. Program for Fair or
Rainy Day Is Planned
A varied and interesting program has
been planned for the high school play
day, sponsored by the Women's Athletic
Association, to be held on the campus
on May 9th. Two tentative programs
have been made out, one for a fair day
and one for a rainy day.
According to the first program, the
delegates from the various high schools
will register in Balentine gym at 8.00
A.M. The morning will be spent on
the athletic field. The schedule includes
track events, races, archery and soccer
games. At 12.15 P.M. there will be a
picnic lunch, with songs and group stunts.
In the afternoon the soccer finals will be
played, as well as human croquet, base-
ball, volley ball, and dodge ball. The
day will end with a banquet at Balen-
entine.
In case of rain the athletic events,
beginning with a "get-acquainted" dance,
and including dodge ball, volley ball,
relay races and apparatus work, will be
held in Alumni gym. A complete sched-
ule will be published next week.
Jean Keirstead is in charge of the
program, Peg Davis of the banquet.
Marjorie Moulton of the picnic, and
Mary Sylvester of publicity.
Miss Lengyel has announced that Szan-
dar will be present as one of the guests
of honor.
The NevnaVork Alumni Scholarship
No. 2 Essay Contest will be held Tues-
day evening. May 5, at seven o'clock
LIST.. in 14 Wingate.
Levensaler Will Represent
Maine in Speaking  Contest
is sponsored by the Intercollegiate Peace
Association and the contestants Tic •
speak on "Peace", advocating it in
way other than by force of arms. Lc v
ensaler will speak of obtaining peace
through education of youth.
Six students took part in the prelim-
inaries held here at the University. They
were John Longley, Errol Higgins.
Francis Ricker, Paul Langlois, Laurence
Hawkins, and Atwood Levensaler.
The Peace Association undertakes
contests of this type every year in those
states which wish them. On Monday
evening three Maine colleges, Bates, Col-
by, and Maine, will be represented. The
winner's manuscript is to be sent to a
National Contest. First prize is sixty
dollars and second prize forty dollars.
Winslow Jones, Maine '30, was the
winner of the contest last year.
Two important Y.W.C.A. cabinet
meetings were held this week. The new
upperclass cabinet met Tuesday after-
noon to discuss their work for next year,
and the freshman cabinet also met on
Thursday afternoon to decide what part
they, as sophomores, would have in "V"
next year. They also completed their
plans for the meeting which they will
give to the upperclass girls next Thurs-
day evening at Mt. Vernon.
Tennis Team Will Compete
With Other Maine Colleges
After Several Years' Lapse
This spring for the first time in sev-
eral years, the University of Maine will
take part in intercollegiate tennis compe-
tition. Although the Athletic Board has
not yet sanctioned tennis as a minor
sport, they have approved a three match
schedule for the tennis team. The sched-
ule is as follows: a dual meet with
Bates, the state tournament at Bowdoin
late in May, and a match with Fort
Fairfield High School.
Coaches Hurd and Freese will pick a
six man team from the quarter-finalists
in the tennis club tournament to represent
Maine in a meet with Bates at Lewiston
an Saturday. Although Bates was last
year's state champion, Maine, with a
well balanced team of several experi-
enced players should make an excellent
showing.
Senior Skulls Will Tap New Members to Honorary Society
At This Time. Track Club Cabaret To Be Final
Event on Program for Week
Packard Is Speaker
—„ss
Junior Week, one of the more impor-
tant affairs of the year, will be held
• here next week. starting May I. JuniorAt Monday Assembly Chapel, at which time the new members
of the Senior Skulls will he tapped, is
to he the first event on the program.
Thursday evening the Maine Masque
will present the Junior play, Broken
Dishes, which has a fine cast. Plans are
being made for a treasure hunt on Fri-
day morning followed by the formal
dance, the annual Ju  Prom in the
evening.
Saturday morning there will be three
events which will interest everybody.
The first of these is the military review
at alumni field where the honorary lieu-
tenant-colonel, Miss Helen Stearns, will
review the troops. A track meet is also
being held between the Freshmen and
the Aroostook County High Schools. In
the afternoon there will be a varsity
track meet between M.I.T. and Maine.
The. track club cabaret, Saturday eve-
ning is the final affair in the Junior
Week program. The chairman of the
committee is Austin Beechler,
The Junior Prom May 8th promises
to be one of the most colorful affairs
of the year. One of the outstanding fea-
tures of the dance will be the orchestra,
the Georgians from Lewiston under the
direction of Lloyd Rafuel. Unique fa-
vors are being given.
The committee is introducing some
very mod innovations in decorations
also.
Evedyn Randall is chairman of the
Junior Prom cotnmittee, with Austin
Fittz, Caroline Cousins, Gordon Hayes,
and Bill Fahey assisting her.
Announce Poster Contest
Open to College Students
Prize Will Be Awarded for
Best Work Submitted
A poster contest open only to students
enrolled in a university, college, or an
art school, is being conducted by the
National Student Federation of Amer-
ica. The posters should illustrate the
slogan, "There shall be no more war",
and place emphasis on the humanity
point of view. The winning poster will
win a 111.10 prize, and if it meets with
the approval of the organizations work-
ing for disarmament, will receive nation-
wide distribution.
Since there are several students on the
campus who are artistically inclined,
special attention is called to the fact that
all posters to be entered inn the contest
should be received at the Headquarters
of the National Student Federation of
America, 218 Madison Ave., New York,
before 5 P.M., May 18th, 1931.
The posters should be 24 inches verti-
cal by 26 inches horizontal, must contain
not more than three colors, which may
he water colors, crayons, charcoal or ink.
and they must be on heavy paper.
They will be judged by a jury of well-
known artists on the following points:
idea, impression created, design, composi-
tion, color, and lettering.
New Officers Are Elected
For University Orchestra
At a recent meeting of the University
orchestra officers for the coming year
were elected as follows : manager, Shir-
ley l'oung; assistant manager, Francis
Lord. Plans were discussed for the
awarding of shingles and keys to mem-
la•rs who fill the requirements for them.
Galen Veayo, the present director who
graduates this sear is expected to be re-
placed by Harold Doe, who is now con-
cert master of the Bangor Symphony
Orchestra.
The Maine orchestra at the present
time is composed of thirty-two pieces.
During the past year it has played forIt is imposisble that caricature can Nfa.qite presentations and has given twoflourish again until we get a healthy spit- concert c---one in Brewer on March 12it of irreverence for men and things. and the Annual Maine Music Night on
—David Lou, (Continued on Page Three)
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SUPPORT THE BASEBALL TEAM
Maine students will have their first opportunity to view their var-
sity baseball team in action on the home field next Saturday afternoon.
when the Colby team comes to Orono. In spite of the fact that the
Bricemen have just returned from a rather disastrous early season
trip, all hopes for a championship team are by no means lost. •
It is true that the Maine squad has already lost one game to Colby.
It is also a fact that four more games were lost in rapid succession.
But this in itself is no indication that the season is destined for a com-
plete failure. Last year Maine also lost the tirst two games of the
season. It succeeded in taking over Bowdoin during that first trip of
the year. but a week later the Brunswick aggregation turned the. tables
and swamped the Blue on our own field. But following this unprom-
ising beginning Maine came back and defeated every other college in
the state, and defeated them often enough to gain the state champion-
ship.
Remembering this, Maine students should at least be willing to give
the support it deserves. The five games that have already been played
showed that the Maine team, win or lose, can at least put up a good
game. Anyone who goes to Alumni Field next Saturday can at least
depend upon seeing a game wiirth watching. And with good support
there is a better than even chance that the Blue will come through.
This support was lacking last year. The games played at Orono were
not the ones which gave Maine the pennant. It was the games played
at the other colleges. The number of errors made and the games lost
on Alumni Field became notorious. Mien a team loses at home and
wins while away. it looks as though the support was not all that it
should be.
Next Saturday will show whether the students at Maine can stand
behind their team or not. If they do, there is a good chance that Coach
Brice's charges will repeat their victory of a year ago. If not, the
prospects are not so bright.
We don't know the favorite brand of cigarettes smoked by college
men, but the favorite depository for butts is evidently the lawn in front
of the Arts and Sciences Building. Convenient. and one of the best
Isinmn inetb...1s i loos iii ti lit:amity the Nlaine campus.
Book Review
"Mother of Washington"
By Nancy Byrd Turner
In this das when biography is enjoy-
ing great popularity. readers are absorb-
ing whatt.‘cr conies their way; but a
Ito 4: deal tug with one of the heroes of
the past or with members of a famous
taint!) to sure to he welcome. Now
Nancy Byrd 'burner has written a biog-
raphy in which Mary Ball, mother of
,torge Washinguai, is the central char-
acter.
We learn that she was horn in Vir-
gil:to in 1707 and that she passed her
chulih oat in a re lug toll% atnu •
This cairn and tine. ent f ul lite
influenced her in later sears when her
fani- us son was leading his country in
re%.,It against the tii..tIltr country and
when the colonic, acre readily seeing
event• take place ,1 which they had
neser dreamed.
Mars Ball tnit Augustine Washington
in England, and the 'try has it that she
nursed him hack to health after an in-jury recei‘ed while riding. Both young
f.eople returned from their visit to the
!mailer countr. married, and settled at I
Popes Creek. Virginia. George was the I
first of their children.
The book follows the story of Georges
childhood through the eyes and emotions
of Mary Washington. When he first
etinilled tti the militia :- tiebt against
the Indians. hi, mother olinctol; but as
be ad .:owed to the posit', al .. 
.\ttj tnaut
General of the Northern Di% ision of the
army which fought for England in the
French and Italian War, her heart
swelled with pride at the military pn, •
ess of her son.
The last chapter. of the book arc ,k -
voted to the hopes, fears, and life of
Washington's mother during the Ameri-
can Revolution. She died shortly after
the First Inauguratiim
"Mother of NVashington" has more or
less conjecture in its pages. hut the slut))
or has dealt wisely with the facts and
has made the most of them. The result.
which is a pleasant story in an easy style,
is worthwhile and entertaining reading
for anyone.
The Best Plays of 1929-1930
Fdited by Burns Mantle
Since 1019 Burns Mantle has been
writing a summary volume of the best
plas s and the theater history of each
year. his latest volume as usual sums
up the season on Broadway. in Chicago.
and San Francisco, and includes any
e%ctos which made the past season out-
standing or unique.
With many other dramatic critics,
Mantle believes that the past year was a
precarious one for the modern theater,
but the ten plays which he has chosen
are stronger and better than the ordinary
run of stuff handed out in so many
thcaters. Mantle believes that there are
lasting qualities in the following ten
lilays : Green Pastures, The Criminal
nerkely Square. Strictly Mahon-
'nab!,'. The Last Mile. The First Mrs.
Fraser, June 31oon. Michael and Mary.
fleath Takes a Holiday. and Rebound.
These plays are probably familiar to
the majority of Campus readers who are
at all interested in dramatics. Mr. Mantle
ha. made his book doubly valuable, be-
cause in addition to the plays and the
summary of the season, he has also
sketched the life of each author. Other
elements of interest in the work are a
complete list of all plays produced in
New York in 1929-1930, with their cast
and a brief 'lit line of the plot ; tables
showing the greatest Successes with the
number of their performances in
ing little theaters; a sum-
a-y pre.ious volumes of this book:
1ng list of actors and actresses with
a short lift- sketch, and an index of
autia•rs and of recent plays and casts.
The Book of Shan
Arthur Hutchinson
A biography 01 the author's own child.
a boy of unusual intellect yet a perfect
example of the American lad of three
years. It is written in an entertaining
and affectionate manner yet not totall,
bereft of satire. Hutchinson tells all
Intramural Baseball
Season Now Under Way
The 1931 season for Intramural Base-
ball began last week. The standings list-
ed below are given from the scores avail-
able at the latest hour for this issue.
Games played to date are; Southern
League, Phi Gam 6—Phi Mu 3; Alpha
Gamma Rho 2—Sigma Chi 0; A.T.O.
I3—Phi Kappa Sig 4; Beta Kappa 6—
Eta Nu Pi 1. Northern League, Oak
Hall 3—Phi Eta 2; S.A.E. 3—Theta
Chi 0. Delta Tau forfeited to Beta and
Tau Ep forfeited to Sigma Phi Sigma.
These games are all in the first round
of playing. The remainder of the sched-
ule is: in the Southern League, Lambda
Chi will play Phi Kappa May 7; April
29 A.T.O. plays Beta Kappa, the winner
of which will play the winner of the
game between Phi Gam and Alpha Gam-
ma Rho, April 30; on May 5th, the win-
ner of this game will play the winner of
the Lambda Chi-Phi Kappa game. These
games will all be played on the Orono
field. In the Northern League: April
30 Beta Theta Pi meets Oak Hall on
the X'arsity Field while S.A.E. meets
Sigma Phi Sigma on the Freshman
Field; the winners of these two games
meet on the Varsity Field May 5; the
winner of this game meets the winner
of the game on May 7 between the win-
ners of the games yesterday between
Sigma Nu and Dorm B, and Kappa Sig
and Dorm A; this game will be played
on May 12.
Eligibility rules regarding Freshman
players state that any man playing in a
regular game (Freshman schedule) is
not eligible for Intramural Competition.
The date of the championship game
will be announced at a later date.
Standing:
Northern League Won
Oak Hall 1
Beta Theta Pi 1
S.A.E.
Sigma Phi Sigma I
Sigma Nu 0
Theta Chi 0
Dorm A 0
Dorm B 0
Delta Tau 0
Kappa Sigma 0
Phi Eta Kappa 0
Tau Epsilon 0
Southern League Won
Phi Gamma Delta 1
Alpha Gamma Rho 1
A.T.O. 1
Beta Kappa 1
Lambda Chi 0
Phi Kappa Sig 0
Sigma Chi 0
Phi Kappa 0
Eta Nu Pi 0
Phi Mu
Lost Aver.
O 1.000
O 1.000
0 1.000
O 1.000
0 .000
1 .000
O .000
O .000
1 .000
O .000
1 .000
1 .000
Lost Aver.
O 1.000
O 1.000
0 1.000
O 1.000
0 .000
1 .000
1 .000
O .000
1 .000
.000
RONALD YOUNG TO ATTEND
A.I.E.E. MEETING AT
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
At a meeting of the American Institute
of Electrical Engineers held last Tues-
day Ronald Young was elected President
for the year 1932, and automatically be-
came a delegate to the Northeastern Dis-
trict Meeting to be held in Rochester,
N. Y. iin April 29-May I. This trip will
include an inspection tour of such plants
as the Stromberg -Carlson Telephone
Mfg. Co., Eastman Kodak Co.. the Uni-
versity of Rochester. and a visit to Niag-
ara Falls. Other officers elected were
Gerald Frost, vice-president, Roland Tib-
betts, secretary. and Thomas Morrison,
treasurer.
CHURCH NOTICES
Methodist Episcopal Church
Rev. Howard P. Davis, Headmaster
of the East Maine Conference Seminary
at Bucksport. will be the preacher at
the Methodist Episcopal Church Sunday
morning. He will be assisted in the
worship service by the ‘'ested Choir.
and by Harold Inman, violinist, who will
he the soloist for the day.
"The Man Nobody Knows", a test for
you, will provide a unique program for
the Student Forum meeting at 7:30 at
the Wesley House. It will be preceded
by the regular social hour and luncheon.
The Epworth League meets at 5:45.
These services will be held according to
daylight saving time.
there is to know of his offspring from
the age of sixteen months to three years.
It is a %cry intimate account and may to
sonic people be a trifling embarrassing;
however it is an unusual book and one
worthy of considerable praise.
SOPHOMORE EAGLE
ANNOUNCEMENT
The Sophomore Eagles an-
nounce for the benefit of
"Frosh" women that the two
girls who "crashed" at Soph-
omore Hop will be punished.
Eagles
Sally Meets Tragic
Fate in Epic Battle
By Duke W. I. Volltatta
When the eggs laid by Sally, famous
one-eyed Salamander captured a week
ago by Oak Hall's eminent fishermen,
hatch, the newly arrived children will be
most unfortunate in that they will be
orphans. Sally's having no eye on the
right side of her head got her into
trouble last week, serious trouble from
which she will never recover.
Sally, being by nature the possessor of
that characteristic so common to col-
lege students and known as laziness, was
basking in the sunlight in her cage on
the window-sill when her slumbers were
suddenly interrupted by a visitor in her
cage. The visitor was none other than a
vicious looking mouse, who had emerged
from a crack in the floor and in explor-
ing the room had discovered Sally. Sir
Mouse made what Wa S nearly a fatal
mistake when thinking that Sally was
dead, he started to eat parts of her tail.
Immediately a fierce battle ensued.
Sally had to keep turning around contin-
uously so that she could keep her antag-
onist in her range of vision. Mouse
teeth snapped like iron jaws as the vic-
ious grey thing tried only to fail again
and again to sink his tusks into Sally's
throat. Sally's only weapon being her
heavy tail, she whipped it into play. The
furry creature ducked the blow of the
powerful tail once, but the second time
it was wielded it struck him, and knocked
him clear out of the cage.
With his ire wholly aroused the wire-
tailed monster rushed back into the cage.
Again the tail hit him, bit this time in
the face. His jaws closed like a vise
around the end of the tail, and the in-
tense pain of the bite caused Sally to
roar with anguish. In roaring she closed
her one eye, and gave the murderous
mouse his chance. He rushed at her
throat, and his clean white teeth sank
deep into her jugular vein. With a few
last struggles Sally opened the eye that
had served her for so long, gazed into
the free outdoors which had so recently
been her home, but to the happiness of
which she knew she should never return,
and giving a final moan of forgiveness,
died.
(To be continued)
Y.W.C.A. CABINET MEMBERS
ELECTED
The YAV.C.A. cabinet members for
the following year have recently been
elected. Several of these have never
before held positions on the cabinet.
The women elected are Ethne Wor-
cester, social service; Lucille Nason. dep-
utations and conferences; Betty Barrows.
Freshman work; Irene Sanders, public-
ity; Blanche Henry. project chairman;
Katherine Trickey. interest groups; Es-
telle Burrill, religion; and Ruth Calla-
ghan, social chairman.
The officers previously elected are
I lildreth Montgomery. president ; Grace
Quarrington. vice-president; Francelia
Dean. secretary ; and Margaret Davis,
treasurer.
SUMMER SESSION ADDS
NEW COURSES
In cooperation with the State Depart-
ment of Education, the summer session
is adding to its work for the first time
courses for teachers of manual arts in
schools of the state. It is expected that
two such courses will be offered this
summer. Mr. W. F. Brunton of the
Department of Public Instruction of
Pennsylvania has been secured as in-
structor.
Officers of the Student Branch of the
American Institute of Electrical Engi-
neers elected for 1931-32 are Ronald E.
Young '32. chairman: Gerald 0. Frost
'32. vice-chairman; Roland J. Tibbetts
'32, secretary; Thomas Morrison '32,
treasurer. The executive committee is
composed of the above officers and Har-
land 0. Poland '32, Ralph C. Brooks
'32. and Hubert A Vernon '32
AND THEN WHAT
HAPPENED?
Have you heard the story going
the rounds of the campus about
Maine's own understudy to the
great "one-eye" Connolly? "Mac"
McCarthy, so the tale is told,
crashed the gate at the annual
Mason's Ball held in Orono last
week. This he accomplished with
ease, neatness and dispatch, and
everything was going along fine
until the partner he was dancing
with asked, "You're a Mason. of
course, aren't you?"
"What?" said Mac.
"I say. you're a Mason. aren't
you?" she repeated.
At this juncture the light of un-
derstanding burst forth upon the
face of our fellow schoolmate.
"Why, no", he answered. "I'm a
pre-med."
Varsity Baseball Team
Loses Last Two Games Faculty News
Storrs, Conn., April 22—The Maine
squad met defeat against a weak Connec-
ticut .kgaie outfit by a score of 5 to 4.
The winning run was scored in the
ninth when Lewis, second baseman, was
unable to field a drive by Kolb scoring
Levanti.
Score by innings:
Maine 0 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 0-4
Aggies 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 1 1-5
Hite, Maine 9, Aggies 7. Errors,
Maine 9, Aggies I. Batteries, Spurting,
Perkins and Wells; Roever, Calamari
and Tourville.
Brunswick, Me., April 24th—Bowdoin
turned back the invading Pale Blue
from the University of Maine by the
score of 4 to 1 on Packard Field today.
In spite of the icy blasts that swept the
field, the Housermen played heads-up
ball, scoring two runs in the first inning
and two more in the fifth.
Maine made its lone run in the ninth
when Frost who doubled, was advanced
to third by Smith's single and came
home on Dwyer's wild throw to second.
Summary:
BOWDOIN
ab. r. bh.po.a. e.
Ricker, cf 3 1 0 1 1 0
1Vhittier, ss 3 1 3 1 2 0
Dwyer. c 3 1 1 6 0 1
McKown, 3b 4 1 1 5 2 0
Rose, rf 4 0 1 0 0 0
Bennet, If 3 0 1 1 1 0
Crimmins, lb 4 0 0 8 0 0
Parmenter, 2b 4 0 1 3 3 1
Brown, p 3 0 0 2 3 0
Totals  31 4 8 27 12 2
MAINE
ab. r. bh. po.a. e.
Abbott, ss 500101
Frost, If 4 1 1 0 0 0
Smith. Ist b 4 0 2 9 0 0
McCabe, 3b 3 0 0 1 2 0
Perkins, p 4 0 0 0 0 0
Hincks, cf 4 0 1 2 0 0
%Veils, c 3 0 0 9 1 0
Kiszonak. rf 2 0 1 1 0 0
Lewis. 2b 3 0 0 1 3 1
Totals  32 1 524 6 2
Bowdoin  200 020 00x-4
Maine 000 000 001-1
Two base hits: Dwyer, Bennet, Frost.
Stolen bases: Rose, Bennet, NIcKown 1.
Base on balls by: Brown 3, Perkins 2.
Struck out by: Brown 6, Perkins 8. Hits
off: Brown 5, Perkins 8. Sacrifice hits:
Whittier. Left on bases: Bowdoin 3,
Maine 4. Hit by pitched ball: Dwyer.
Wild pitches: Brown, Perkins. Balk:
Perkins. Umpires: Gibson. McDonough.
Time: 1 hour 55 MilltIteS.
SOCCER SCHEDULE AN-
NOUNCED
The following soccer schedule has just
been announced:
Mon. May 4 3:30 Co-eders vs. Hoboes
4:30 Jolly Fours vs. Ace
Highs
Wed. May 6 3:30 Hornets vs.
Cardinals
Fri. May 8 3:30 Co-eders vs. Jolly
Fours
4:30 Ace highs vs.
Hornets
NIon. May 11 3:30 Hoboes vs. Cardinals
4:30 Jolly Fours vs.
Hornets
Wed. May 13 3:30 Co-eders vs. Ace
Highs
Fri. May 15 3:30 Hoboes vs. Hornets
4:30 Co-eaters vs.
Cardinals
Nlon. May 18 3:30 Ace Highs vs.
Cardinals
4:30 Hoboes vs. Jolly
Fours
Vol. May 20 3:30 Co-eders vs. Hornets
Fri. May 22 3:30 Hoboes vs. Ace Highs
4:30 Jolly Fours vs.
Cardinals
The Contributors' Club held its regular
meeting Thursday evening. April 23, at
eight o'clock in the Arts and Sciences
Building.
Mrs. Florence Burrill Jackson of
Madison, a noted Maine poetess. read
poems of her own composition.
Prof. W. E. Barrows. head of the
Department of Electrical Engineering,
Philip H. Trickey, a graduate student,
Lincoln 0. Spencer, a member of this
year's graduating class, and Ronald E.
Young, next year's chairman of the stu-
dent branch of A.I.E.E., will be in at-
tendance at the Northeastern District
Meeting of the American Institute of
Electrical Engineers at Rochester, New
York, April 29-May 2. Mr. Trickey,
who is doing graduate work at the Uni-
versity during his half-year's leave of
absence from the Westinghouse Electric
and Manufacturing Co., will give two
papers, "Cusps in the Speed-Torque
Curs-es of Induction Motors" and "Start-
ing Windings." Lincoln 0. Spencer is
the author of the third paper, "Revision
of Distribution Transfer Networks",
which will be presented at this meeting
by a University of Maine delegate.
Prof. A. C. Lyon will be in charge of
a group of civil engineering students who
will make the annual hydraulic engineer-
ing inspection trip to Veazie, Ellsworth,
Toddy Pond and Bucksport on May 5.
Student members of the party are Wil-
liam L. Bates, Parker 0. Cushman,
Ralph L. Davis. Earle W. Doughty,
Philip L. Evans, Cecil W. Horne, Wil-
liam Jensen, Malcolm C. Long, Frank E.
Patten, George A. Ramsdell, Timothy
J. Ryan, Theodore NV. Schwarzman,
Basil W. Vaughn. Richard W. Reed, and
Robert B. Reed.
H. W. Coffin, U. of M. 1916, of the
Bangor Hydro-Electric Company, and
E. L. Roberts, U. of M. 1920, of the
Electrical Engineering Department of the
University of Maine, are investigating
relative amounts of radio interference
produced when various types of insula-
tors are subjected to normal and abnor-
mal voltage conditions.
The Parer Mill of February 21, 1931,
contains an article, "Colors for Dyeing
Paper." by Harold E. Pratt, U. of M.
1921. Mr. Pratt majored in chemical
engineering and is now Assistant Super-
intendent at the Bowdoin mill of the
Pejepscot Paper Company.
Dean J. S. Stevens gave a lecture on
The Literature of the Bible at the Ladies
Night meeting of the Men's Club of the
Methodist Church in Gardiner. Rever-
end L. D. Porter, '22, is pastor of this
church.
Prof. C. P. Weston was in Boston the
week-end of April 25 to attend the ban-
quet of the New England Association of
Beta Theta Pi at which he acted as toast-
master.
I)r. C. A. Dickinson and Secretary
Crossland attended a meeting of the
Waldo County Alumni Association in
Belfast April 30.
Dean Lutes gave an address at Bel-
fast April 27 to the Schoolman's Club.
His subject was "Teaching as a Profes-
sion."
George W. Raye. U. of M. 1929, is
engaged in research work on electric re-
frigerators with the Frosted Foods Com-
pany at Cambridge. Mass.
Miss Jessie Ashworth attended the
New England Sociological Conference in
Boston Saturday and Sunday, April 25
and 26.
President Boardman and Secretary
Crossland attended a meeting of the
Ilancock County Alumni Association
April 30.
Prof. B. C. Kent attended the Shrine
meeting in Portland Thursday, April 23
Attractive Booths
THE BEST OF FOODS
and
DANCING
whenever you wish at no extra
cost.
This is the happy combination
that our
Atlantic Night Garden
offers you. Drop in after the theatre, afternoon or
evening.
You are welcome to dine and dance any hour of the
day.
66 Main St. Bangor
A Night Club Atmosphere
Always a Good Time.
Over Atlantic Cafeteria
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:I Mrs. Young chaperoned.
Pi Beta Phi observed Founders' Day
Tuesday by an informal supper at the
cabin. The committee in charge was
Margaret Denton, Madeline Riley, and
Margaret Thompson.
New Officers Are Elected for
University Orchestra
(Continued from Page One)
March 13. The season has been success-
ful and much credit should be given to
the members who have devoted their time
and talent to this activity.
I be tolloa ing excerpt ti in Lone will
interesting to those who remember
Wiliam and Louis Schweitzer:
Two brothers, former students of the
Unitersity of Maine. now engaged in the
paper business, promise to revolutionize
the cigarette industry in the United
States and may challenge France's mo-
nopoly as a cigarette paper making nation
by manufacturing American made paper
on an equal quality. These two brothers
are Louis Schweitzer, graduate in the
class of 1919 from University of Maine,
and William P. Schweitzer, who attend-
ed the University two years.
"In Elizabeth. N. J.. they have a fac-
tory all equipped and ready on an in-
stant's notice to commence the making
of high grade cigarette paper, which
hitherto has been entirely imported. All
United States cigarettes are wrapped in
paper imported from France.
"The brothers have the word of Jean
de Montgolfier, leading cigarette paper
manufacturer of France, that their prod-
uct is superior in every way to his. At
present the Schweitzer factory is idling
along, turning out only enough wrappers
to satisfy the curiosity of needs of small
cigarette manufacturers. But the plant
is so geared that at a moment's notice it
can be whipped into quantity production,
to shatter French monopoly.
"The Schweitzer brothers are the third
generation of a paper family. Grand-
father Joseph Schweitzer, who lived in
Odessa, imported paper from France.
His son. Peter Joseph Schweitzer emi-
grated to the United States, set up an
importing business and later acquired a
mill in France. Louis and William
Schweitzer went to the University of
Maine, majored in paper engineering,
and later worked in France.
"In a mill at Jersey City they make
carbon paper and the thin tissue which
radio manufacturers need for insulation.
Their factory at Elizabeth was acquired
in 1929, equipped for manufacture of
cigarette paper. Their method is modern.
but essentially the same as that in
France. Rags are washed and beaten,
transformed into paper to which calcium
carbonate is added to aid combustion
Many of the mechancial features in their
DRAMA GROUP TO PRESENT
PLAY
One of the University Drama Groups
under the direction of Atwood Levensal-
er is presenting the play, "The Impor-
tance of Being Earnest", for the Wom-
en's Alliance of the Fellowship Church
at the Community House, Wednesday,
April 29, at 7:30 o'clock. Admission
will be twenty-five cents.
The play is to be preceded by a supper
consisting of chicken salad, potato
flakes, rolls, and coffee served by the
Alliance. Admission to the supper will
be sixty cents.
Malcolm Y. "Mal" MacCormick '32
us l:niversity representative of
Freeses Men's Shops
Bangor's largest store for men
55 North Main St.. Orono
Jack Freew '17
Andrews Music House Co.
Headquarters Cr
PIANOS, MUSIC, VICTOR RECORDS, RADIO
Musical Merchandise, Strings, etc.
1-
II
DANCEPROGRAMS
BACON PRINTING CO.
l'roducers of Fins Printing
22 STATE IT., 'BANGOR. MIL
Don't Forget To Drop In
at the
Maine Bear
I Bottle La Lasine and I Doctor West Tooth Brush
Both for 59e
University Pharmacy
tince society
FRENCH CLUBS HOLD JOINT
MEETING
L'Avare, Athalie, and popular old folk
songs as Sur le Pont D'Avignon, and
Frere Jacques. The investment in the
records is an entirely new experiment
for the French department. By these,
it is expected that a more vivid French
atmosphere may be created.
Refreshments were served afterwards.
President Germaine L'Heureux. Secre-
tary Jeanne Lepine, and Treasurer An-
gela Miniutti were in charge of the ar-
rangements.
 ITwo Former Maine StudentsMake New Cigarette Paper
XI SIGMA PI HOLDS INITIATION
Xi Sigma Pi, honorary Forestry soci-
Beta Pi Theta and Le Cerck Francais ety, held their annual initiation banquet
held a joint meeting last 1Vednesday Wednesday evening, April 22, at the
ia ening in 355 Arts and Sciences. Tarratine Club in Bangor.
Dr. Parker played French records and The men initiated were Robert I. Ash-
..lterwards explained each of them in man, assistant professor in Forestry,English. There were selections from Wilfred S. Davis, Paul R. Goodwin,
KAPPA SIGMA HOUSE PARTY
Kappa Sigma held their annual spring
formal and informal, on Friday and Sat-
urday, April 24 and 25, at the chapter
Inmse.
The formal, which was a very charm-
ing affair, was chaperoned by Capt. and
Mrs. Hugh Wear, Coach and Mrs.
Chester Jenkins, and the matron, Mrs.
Anne L. Webster. Refreshments of
strawberry shortcake and coffee were :
served at intermission.
The informal was chaperoned by Mr.
and Mrs. James Moreland and Mrs.
Webster. Ice cream and cake constituted
the refreshments.
Music for both dances was furnished
to Harold Lloyd and his Harmaniacs.
LAMBDA CHI HOUSE PARTY
The Spring house party formal of
Lambda Chi was held April twenty-
fourth with nearly thirty couples pres-
ent. The house was decorated with
blue and white streamers and colored
lights. Silver and black vanity boxes
were given as favors.
The following evening an informal
dance was held. Clyde Lougee's orches-
tra furnished the music.
Mrs. Mary McDonough, Mr. and Mrs.
1.1ye Jenness, Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Wal-
lace, and Mr. and Mrs. William Kern on
David H. Hanaburg, Edmund T. Hawes,
Merle T. Hilborn, Charles L. Stewart.
and Kenneth B. Stone.
Original poems were real by the initi-
ate, and various faculty and professional
members spoke to the group. The an-
nual Xi Sigma Pi award of a cruiser's
compass to the highest ranking Sopho-
more in the Forestry course was present-
ed to Charles L. Stewart.
After the banquet, the members attend-
ed the theater.
PHI ETA KAPPA FORMAL
Phi Eta Kappa held their spring for-
mal house party on Friday evening,
April 24. The house was attractively
decorated with flowers and colored lights.
Preceding the dance a dinner consist-
ing of fruit cocktail. Phi Eta chicken
salad, potato chips, asparagus tips, lem-
on sherbet, and sponge cake was served.
At intermission clocks of modernistic
design with the Phi Eta Kappa seal
were given to the guests.
The chaperons were Mr. and Mrs.
Theodore Curtis. Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Lamoreau, and Mrs. Carrie Blanchard.
The committee in charge was Albert
McMichael, Bruce Steward, and Philip
Havey.
OMICRON NU BUSINESS
MEETING
Alpha Beta Chapter of Omicron Nu
held its first business meeting recently.
The following members were elected to
l office: President. Jennie Davidson; vice-
president, Lena Wyman; secretary, Dor-
othy Somers; treasurer, Mabel Lancas-
ter; editor. Martha Wasgatt; alumnae
adviser, Dr. Marion Sweetman.
PHI GAM VIC PARTY
Phi Gamtna Delta gave a victrola
.
last Friday evening. Bridge,chaperoned the dances. Charlie Bunker partsfactory have been invented by Louis
'cried as chairman of the committee in hearts, dancing, and eating, were among ..c.hu. et '.tzer. „the various amusements offered. Dr. and N
he
11ORTICULTURAL DEPARTMENT
VIC PARTY
On Saturday night. April 25th, the
llorticultural department gave a victrola
party for its majors in the horticultural
building. The couples danced on the
waxed floor of a class room in the stt-
ond story. Dr. and Mrs. Waring acted
as chaperons. Punch, ice-cream and
cookies were served, and the girls were
presented nith corsages made in the de-
partmem.
P111 MU ENTERTAINED
Dr. and Mrs. Parker entertained the
I I le Miler S and pledges of Pi Chapter of
Phi Mu at supper Sunday night at then-
tractive home on Forest Avenue. Al-
ter supper a social hour with singing
%%as enjoyed. Other guests present
sire: Mrs. J. N. Hart, Mrs. Cecil Field-
er. Miss Marion Buzzell, Miss Ella Bo-
!an '30. and Miss Doris Curtis.
ARCHERY ENTHUSIASTS MEET
An Archery Meet was held at Waban
range, Brewer, last Sunday. An interest-
ing discussion was held concerning thi,
'port. Those attending were Marcia
Adelman, Jean Keirstead, Ruth Harmon,
and Miss Lengyel.
Plans were made for a banquet at the
ountry Club in the near future.
The dinner given by Miss Campb(11
for the Y.W.C.A. cabinet members v..i•
beld Monday evening. Nearly all of
the girls attended. The dinner was held
it Ernestine Merrill's home in Orono
LAST CALL
for
MOTHERS' DAY
CHOCOLATES
and
GREETING
CARDS
Better Pick Them Out
Today
PARK'S VARIETY
• T ORONO
Tennis Club Tournament
Reaches Quarter-fiuls
In spite of adterse weather conditions
the Tennis Club tournament is advancing
fairly rapidly, with only twelve of the
original forty entrants still in the run-
ning. The second round has been com-
pleted. and four men have reached the
quarter-finals. All but one of the seeded
players have remained undefeated, the
exception being Pressey's defeat by
Brum. 6-1, 14-12. The twelve men who
are still undefeated are as follows: Far-
rar, Sargent, Clem, Bradbury, Arm-
strong, Colby, Griffin, Mayers, Reichert.
Teague. Moors, and Brunn.
Following is a summary of the matches
played: Farrar defeated Reid; Sargent
defeated Howes; Lovell defeated Lull;
Palmer defeated Partin; Bradbury de-
feated Garland; Cope defeated Burr;
Adams defeated Cushman; Colby de-
feated Ashworth; Griffin defeated Stone;
Parsons defeated Jarrett; Lord defeated
Coggins; Reichert defeated Hinckley;
Teague defeated Johnson; Moors de-
feated Field; Brunn defeated Morrison;
Sargent defeated Earle; Clem defeated
Palmer; Davis defeated Small; Arm-
strong defeated Cope.
W.A.A. TO SEND GIRLS TO
HOCKEY CAMP
The Women's Athletic Association
voted last week to put aside a sum of
money to send eligible girls interested
in hockey to Mt. Pacons Hockey Camp
in Pennsylvania.
This camp is held the first of Sep-
tember. Last year Maine was repre-
sented by Clara Richardson, Estelle Bur-
rill, and Merrita Dunn.
Notices are posted so that girls inter-
ested may sign up. The girls who will
attend will then be picked according to
their interest and fitness.
-
It is requested that mem-
bers of the senior class turn
in their orders for graduation
announcements at the Treas-
urer's office at once.
• .0",
"I'm sorry explained Director George
Fitzmaurice to the bland individual ap-
plying for a role in "Strangers May
Kiss", Norma Shearer's new starring
vehicle, "but we decided to use a French-
man instead of an Englishman. We'll
have to get someone else."
A beam of joy wreathed the counte-
nance of the applicant.
"Voila!" he exclaimed. "That's beau-
coup swell—make it French, Gentian,
Italian. Dutch, Spanish or Belgian. I
speak all those languages and some
Chinese and Greek too!"
The linguistic actor, George Davis.
disclosed he has played parts in pictures
of seven different languages for foreign
release, having acquired his knowledge
while traveling around the world with
circuses.
"You win!" laughed Fitzmaurice. "I
haven't any arguments left!"
Davis plays the role of the interrupting
hotel waiter in the Metro-Goldwyn-May-
er picturization of the Ursula Parrott
novel which will come to the Strand
Theatre next Thursday and Friday.
Robert Montgomery and Neil Ilamil-
ton share leading man honors and the
supporting cast includes Marjorie Ram-
beau, Irene Rich, Hale Hamilton, Con-
chita Montenegro, Jed Prouty and Albert
Conti,
OUTING CLUB ELECTIONS
The members of the Maine Outing
Club held a meeting Wednesday. April
22 and elected the following officers:
President, Leif Sorensen; vice-presi-
dent, Rebecca Spencer; secretary, Eloise
Lull; treasurer, Lawrence Adkins; man-
ager of winter sports, Leif Sorensen;
assistant managers, Richard Lull and
Don Greene; banquet committee, Louis
Thompson, chairman, Evelyn Randall,
Ethel Thomas, Inez Howe, Charles Reed.
Conservatives do not conserve, Liber-
als are no longer liberal, and Labor cer-
tainly does not labor.—.1. E. Cralthe
•••••••••••• ••••••••••••
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LAST CALL FOR STUDENTS
A
A
Have You Seen Dr. Peterson Yet?
%Yin You Graduate With Your Class?
The Pleasures of Recreation and Study are combined in the
Summer Session at Maine.)
July 6 - - Auguil 14, 1931
COURSES IN:
Chemiwry & Chemical
Engineering
Pulp and Paper
Economics & Sociology
Education
English
French
tieneral Literature
German
History & Government
Home Economics
I.atin
Mathematics & Astronomy
School Music
Athletic Coaching
Physical Education
Physics
Psychology
Public Speaking
Spanish
Zoology
Get a Summer Session Bulletin iron, Dr. Peterson
and
Decide Now on Your Summer Course•
•••••••••••••••
LAST CALL FOR STUDENTS
A
A
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111 that EXTRA something . . . .
CLICQUOT
L
has it!
IT'S that smoother, richer
m•Ilow•r flavor that makes
Clicquot Club the fair-haired
favorite of many a campus
party. If blends well with any
company b•caus• it is a per-
fect bl•nd
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Intramural Baseball
Season Now Under Way
I he 1931 season for Intramural Base-
hall began last week. The standings list-
ed below are given from the scores avail-
able at the latest hour for this issue.
Games played to date are: Southern
League, Phi Gam 6-Phi Mu 3; Alpha
Gamma Rho 2-Sigma Chi 0; A.T.O.
I3-Phi Kappa Sig 4; Beta Kappa 6-
--Eleanor Mead''', Eta Nu Pi 1. Northern League, OakRosamond Cole. '33 
iBernice Woodman, '13 Hall 3-Phi Eta 2; S.A.E. 3-ThetaJosepo• seine
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SUPPORT THE BASEBALL TEAM
Maine students will have their first opportunity to view their var-
sity baseball team in action on the home field next Saturday afternoon,
when the Colby team comes to Orono. In spite of the fact that the
Bricemen have just returned from a rather disastrous early season
trip, all hopes for a championship team are by no means lost. •
It is true that the Maine squad has already lost one game to Colby.
It is also a fact that four more games were lost in rapid succession.
But this in itself is no indication that the season is destined for a com-
plete failure. Last year Maine also lost the first two games of the
season. It succeeded in taking over Bowdoin during that first trip of
the year, but a week later the Brunswick aggregation turned the tables
and swamped the Blue on our own field. But following this unprom-
ising beginning Nlaine canw back and defeated every other college in
the state, and defeated them often enough to gain the state champion-
ship.
Remembering this. Maine students shtpuld at least be willing to give
the support it deserves. The five games that have already been played
showed that the Maine team, win or lose, can at least put up a good
game. Anyone who goes to Alumni Field next Saturday can at least
depend upon seeing a game worth watching. And with good support
there is a better than even chance that the Blue will come through.
This support was lacking last year. The games played at Orono were
not the ones which gave Maine the pennant. It was the games played
at the other colleges. The number of errors made and the games lost
on Alunmi Field became notorious. M'hen a team loses at home and
wins while away. it looks as though the support was not all that it
should be.
Next Saturday will show whether the students at Maine can stand
behind their team or not. If they do, there is a good chance that Coach
Brice's charges will repeat their victory of a year ago. If not, the
prospects are not so bright.
We don't know the favorite brand of cigarettes smoked by college
men, but the favorite depository for butts is evidently the lawn in front
of tile Arts and Sciences Building. Convenient. and one of the best
known methods of hoo not to beautify the Maine campus.
Book Review
"Mother of Washington"
By Nancy Byrd Turner
In this day when biography is enjoy-
ing great popularity, readers are absorb-
ing whateter comes their way; but a
book dealing with one of the heroes of
the past or with members of a famous
family is !•Ure 1,, be Welcome. NOW
Nancy Byrd "Furner has written a biog-
raphy in which Mary Ball. mother of
George Washington, is the central char-
acter.
We leant that she was horn in Vir-
ginia in 17o7 and that she passed her
childless ill a deepl) religious atmos-
phere, This cahn and uneventful life
influenced her in later years when her
lam us son was leading his country in
retolt against the mother country and
when the colonMs were readily seeing
events take place ii which they had
never dreamed.
Mary Ball met Augustine Washington
in England. and the story has it that she ,
nursrAl linn hack to health after an in-
jury received while riding. Both young Ipeople returned from their visit to the
4*/ mother e,,untry. married. and settled at
Pope's Creek. Virginia. George was the
first of their children.
The book follows the story of George's
childhood through the eyes and emotions ,
of Mary Washington. When he first i
enrolled in the militia to tight against
the Itelians. his mother ohjectol; but as
adsimmt Iii the positi. m
 if Adjutant t
General of the Northern of the
army which fought for England in the
French and Indian War. her heart
swelled with pride at the mtl'at.s prow-
ess of her son.
The last chapters of the book are de-
voted to the hopes, fears, and life of
Washington's mother during the Ameri-
can Revolution. She died shortly after
the First Inauguration
"Mother of Washington" has more or
less conjecture in its pages, but the auth-
or has dealt wisely with the facts and
has made the most of them. The result.
which is a pleasant story in an easy style,
is worthwhile and entertaining reading
for anyone.
The Best Plays of 1929-1930
Edited by Burns Mantle
Since 1919 Burns Mantle has been
writing a summary oilume of the best
plays and the theater history of each
year. His latest volume as usual sums
up the season on Broadway. in Chicago,
and Sall Francisco, and includes any
events which made the past season out-
standing or unique.
With many other dramatic critics.
Mantle believes that the past year was a
precarious one for the modern theater.
hut the ten plays which he has chosen
are stronger and better than the ordinary
rim of stuff handed out in so many
theaters. Mantle believes that there are
lasting qualities in the following ten
plays: Green Pastures. The Criminal
(ode. Berkely Square, Strictly Dishon-
orable. The Last Mile, The First 3frz.
louse Moon. Michael and Mary.
Death Takes a Holiday. and Rebound.
These plays are probably familiar to
the majority of Campus readers who are
at all interested in dramatics. Mr. Mantle
has made his book doubly valuable, be-
cause in addition to the plays and the
summary of the season, he has also
sketched the life of each author. Other
elemente of interest in the work are a
complete list of all plays produced in
New York in 1929-1930, with their cast
and a brief outline of the plot ; tables
showing the greatest successes with the
number of their performances; informa-
tion concerning little theaters; a sum-
tears of previous volumes of this book;
bittg list of actors and actresses with
a short life sketch, and an index of
amhers and of recent plays and casts.
The Book of Shoos
Arthur Hutchinson
.4 biography of the author's own child.
a Ivo- of unusual intellect yet a perfect
example of the American lad of three
years. It is written in an entertaining
and affectionate manner yet not total!,
bereft of sat ire. Hutchinson tells all
Chi 0. Delta Tau forfeited to Beta and
Tau Ep forfeited to Sigma Phi Sigma.
These games are all in the first round
of playing. The remainder of the sched-
ule is: in the Southern League, Lambda
Chi will play Phi Kappa May 7; April
29 A.T.O. plays Beta Kappa, the winner
of which will play the winner of the
game between Phi Gam and Alpha Gam-
'ma Rho, April 30; on May 5th, the win-
ner of this game will play the winner of
the Lambda Chi-Phi Kappa game. These
games will all be played on the Orono
field. In the Northern League: April
30 Beta Theta Pi meets Oak Hall on
the Varsity Field while S.A.E. meets
Sigma Phi Sigma on the Freshman
Field; the winners of these two games
meet on the Varsity Field May 5; the
winner of this game meets the winner
of the game on May 7 between the win-
ners of the games yesterday between
Sigma Nu and Dorm B, and Kappa Sig
and Dorm A; this game will be played
on May 12.
Eligibility rules regarding Freshman
players state that any man playing in a
regular game (Freshman schedule) is
not eligible for Intramural Competition.
The date of the championship game
will be announced at a later date.
Standing:
Northern League Won Lost Aver.
Oak Hall 1 0 1.000
Beta Theta Pi 1 0 1.001)
S.A.E. 1 0 1.000
Sigma Phi Sigma 1 0 1.000
Sigma Nu 0 0 .000
Theta Chi 0 1 .000
Dorm A 0 0 .000
Dorm B 0 0 .000
Delta Tau 0 1 .000
Kappa Sigma 0 0 .000
Phi Eta Kappa 0 1 .000
Tau Epsilon 0 .000
Southern League Won Lost Aver.
Phi Gamma Delta I 0 1.000
Alpha Gamma Rho 1 0 1.000
A.T.O. 1 0 1.000
Beta Kappa 1 0 1.000
Lambda Chi 0 0 .000
Phi Kappa Sig 0 1 .000
Sigma Chi 0 1 .000
Phi Kappa 0 0 .000
Eta Nu Pi 0 .000
Phi Mu 1 .000
RONALD YOUNG TO ATTEND
A.I.E.E. MEETING AT
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
kt a meeting of the American Institute
of Electrical Engineers held last Tues-
day Ronald Young was elected President
for the year 1932. and automatically be-
came a delegate to the Northeastern Dis-
trict Meeting to be held in Rochester.
N. Y. on April 29-May I. This trip will
include an inspection tour of such plants
as the Stromberg-Carlson Telephone
Mfg. Co.. Eastman Kodak Co.. the Uni-
versity of Rochester, and a visit to Niag-
ara Falls. Other officers elected were
Gerald Frost, vice-president, Roland Tib-
betts. secretary, and Thomas Morrison,
treasurer.
CHURCH NOTICES
Methodist Episcopal Church
Rev. Howard P. Davis, Headmaster
of the East Maine Conference Seminary
at Bucksport, will be the preacher at
the Methodist Episcopal Church Sunday
morning. He will be assisted in the
worship service by the Vested Choir.
and by Harold Inman. violinist. who will
be the soloist for the day.
"The Man Nobody Knows", a test for
you, will provide a unique program for
the Student Forum meeting at 7:30 at
the Wesley House. It will be preceded
by the regular social hour and luncheon.
The Epworth League meets at 5:45.
These services will be held according to
daylight saving time. .
there is to know of his offspring from
the age of sixteen months to three. years.
It is a very intimate account and may to
some people be a trifling embarrassing;
however it is an unusual book and one
worthy of considerable praise.
SOPHOMORE EAGLE
ANNOUNCEMENT
The Sophomore Eagles an-
nounce for the benefit of
"Frosh" women that the two
girls who "crashed" at Soph-
omore Hop will be punished.
Eagles
-*
-AS
Sally Meets Tragic Varsity Baseball Team
LFate in Epic battle oses Last Two Games
Storrs, Conn.. April 22-The Maine
By Duke W. I. Vollrath
When the eggs laid by Sally, famous
one-eyed Salamander captured a week
ago by Oak Hall's eminent fishermen,
hatch, the newly arrived children will be
most unfortunate in that they will be
orphans. Sally's having no 'eye on the
right side of her head got her into
trouble last week, serious trouble from
which she will never recover.
Sally, being by nature the possessor of
that characteristic so common to col-
lege students and known as laziness, was
basking in the sunlight in her cage on
the window-sill when her slumbers were
suddenly interrupted by a visitor in her
cage. The visitor was none other than a
vicious looking mouse, who had emerged
from a crack in the floor and in explor-
ing the room had discovered Sally. Sir
Mouse made what was nearly a fatal
mistake when thinking that Sally was
dead, he started to eat parts of her tail.
Immediately a fierce battle ensued.
Sally had to keep turning around contin-
uously so that she could keep her antag-
onist in her range of vision. Mouse
teeth snapped like iron jaws as the vic-
ious grey thing tried only to fail again
and again to sink his tusks into Sally's
throat. Sally's only weapon being her
heavy tail, she whipped it into play. The
furry creature ducked the blow of the
powerful tail once, but the second time
it was wielded it struck him, and knocked
him clear out of the cage.
With his ire wholly aroused the wire-
tailed monster rushed back into the cage.
Again the tail hit him, bit this time in
the face. His jaws closed like a vise
around the end of the tail, and the in-
tense pain of the bite caused Sally to
roar with anguish. In roaring she closed
her one eye, and gave the murderous
mouse his chance. He rushed at her
throat, and his clean white teeth sank
deep into her jugular vein. With a few
last struggles Sally opened the eye that
had served her for so long, gazed into
the free outdoors which had so recently
been her home, but to the happiness of
which she knew she should never return,
and giving a final moan of forgiveness.
died.
(To he continued)
Y.W.C.A. CABINET MEMBERS
ELECTED
The Y.W.C.A. cabinet members for
the following year have recently been
elected. Several of these have never
before held positions on the cabinet.
The women elected are Ethne Wor-
cester, social service: Lucille Nason. dep-
utations and conferences; Betty Barrows.
Freshman work; Irene Sanders, public-
ity; Blanche Henry. project chairman:
Katherine Trickey. interest groups; Es-
telle Burrill religion; and Ruth Calla-
ghan, social chairman.
The officers previously elected are
Hildreth Montgomery, president ; Grace
Quarringnin. vice-president; Francelia
Dean, secretary ; and Margaret Davis,
treasurer.
SUMMER SESSION ADDS
NEW COURSES
In cooperation with the State Depart-
ment of Education, the summer session
is adding to its work for the first time
courses for teachers of manual arts in
schools of the state. It is expected that
two such courses will be offered this
summer. Mr. W. E. Brunton of the
Department of Public Instruction of
Penns) I% ania has been secured as in-
structor.
Officers of the Student Branch of the
American Institute of Electrical Engi-
neers elected for 1931-32 are Ronald F.
Young '32. chairman; Gerald 0. Frost
'32. vice-chairman; Roland J. Tibbetts
'32. secretary; Thomas Morrison '32.
treasurer. The executive committee is
composed of the above officers and Har-
land 0. Poland '32. Ralph C. Brook-
'32, ant! Hubert A. ‘'ernon '32
1
AND THEN WHAT
HAPPENED?
Have you heard the story going
the rounds of the campus about
Maine's own understudy to the
great "one-eye- Connolly? "Mac"
McCarthy. so the tale is told.
crashed the gate at the annual
Mason's Ball held in Orono last
week. This he accomplished with
ease. neatness and dispatch, and
everything was going along tine
until the partner he was dancing
with asked. "You're a Mason. of
course, aren't you?"
"What?" said Mac.
"I say, you're a Mason, aren't
you?" she repeated.
At this juncture the light of un-
derstanding burst forth upon the
face of our fellow schoolmate.
"Why, no", he answered. "I'm a
we-med."
squad met defeat against a weak Connec-
ticut Aggie outfit by a score of 5 to 4.
The winning run was scored in the
ninth when Lewis, second baseman, was
unable to field a drive by Kolb scoring
Levanti.
Score by innings:
Maine 0 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 0-4
Aggies 0 0 2 0 0 0 11 1-5
Hits, Maine 9, Aggies 7. Errors,
Maine 9, Aggies I. Batteries, Spurling,
Perkins and %Veils; Roever, Calarnari
and Tourville.
Brunswick, Me., April 24th-Bowdoin
turned back the invading Pale Blue
from the University of Maine by the
score of 4 to 1 on Packard Field today.
In spite of the icy blasts that swept the
field, the Hottsermen played heads-up
ball, scoring two runs in the first inning
and two more in the fifth.
Maine made its lone run in the ninth
when Frost who doubled, was advanced
to third by Smith's single and came
home on Dwyer's wild throw to second.
Summary:
BOWDOIN
ab. r, bh.po.a. e.
Ricker, cf 3 1 0 1 1 0
Whittier, ss 3 1 3 1 2 0
Dwyer, c 3 1 1 6 0 1
McKown, 3b 4 1 1 5 2 0
Rose, rf 4 0 1 0 0 0
Bennet. If 3 0 1 I 1 0
Crimmins. lb 4 0 0 8 0 0
Parmenter, 2b 4 0 1 3 3 I
Brown, p 3 0 0 2 3 0
Totals 31 4 8 27 12 2
MAINE
ab. r. bh.po.a. e.
Abbott, ss 5 0 0 1 0 I
Frost, If 4 1 1 0 0 0
Smith. 1st b 4 0 2 9 0 0
McCabe, 3b 3 0 0 1 2 0
Perkins, p 4 0 0 0 0 0
Hincks, cf 4 0 1 2 0 0
Wells, c 3 0 0 9 1 0
Kiszonak. rf 2 0 1 1 0 0
Lewis. 2b 3 0 0 I 3 1
Totals 32 1 5 24 6 2
Biiwdoin 200 020 00x-4
Maine 000 000 001-1
Two base hits: Dwyer, Bennet, Frost.
Stolen bases: Rose, Bennet, McKown I.
Base on balls by: Brown 3, Perkins 2.
Struck out by: Brown 6, Perkins 8. Hits
off: Brown 5, Perkins 8. Sacrifice hits:
Whittier. Left on bases: Bowdoin 3,
Maine 4. Hit by pitched ball: Dwyer.
Wild pitches: Brown, Perkins. Balk:
Perkins. Umpires: Gibson, McDonough.
Time: I hour 55 minutes.
SOCCER SCHEDULE AN-
NOUNCED
The following soccer schedule has just
been announced:
Mon. May 4 3:30 Co-eders vs. Hoboes
4:30 Jolly Fours vs. Ace
Highs
Wed. May 6 3:30 Hornets vs.
Cardinals
Fri. May 8 3:30 Co-eders vs. Jolly
Fours
4:30 Ace highs vs.
Ilornets
Mon. May 11 3:30 Hoboes vs. Cardinals
4:30 Jolly Fours vs.
Hornets
Wed. May 13 3:30 Co-eders vs. Ace
Highs
Fri. May 15 3:30 Hoboes vs. Hornets
4:30 Co-esters vs.
Cardinals
Mon. May 18 3:30 Ace Highs vs.
Cardinals
4:30 Hoboes vs. Jolly
Fours
Wed. May 20 3:30 Co-eders vs. Hornets
Fri. Nlay 22 3:30 Hoboes vs. Ace Highs
4:30 Jolly Fours vs.
Cardinals
The Contributors' Club held its regular
meeting Thursday evening. April 23, at
eight o'clock in the Arts and Sciences
Building.
Mrs. Florence Burrill Jackson of
Madison. a noted Maine poetess, read
poems of her own composition.
Faculty News
if 4
Prof. W. E. Barrows, head of the
Department of Electrical Engineering,
Philip H. Trickey, a graduate student,
Lincoln 0. Spencer, a member of this
year's graduating class, and Ronald E.
Young, next year's chairman of the stu-
dent branch of A.I.E.E., will be in at-
tendance at the Northeastern District
Meeting 44 the American Institute of
Electrical Engineers at Rochester, New
York, April 29-May 2. Mr. Trickey,
who is doing graduate work at the Uni-
versity during his half-year's leave of
absence from the Westinghouse Electric
and Manufacturing Co., will give two
papers, "Cusps in the Speed-Torque
Curves of Induction Motors" and "Start-
ing Windings." Lincoln 0. Spencer is
the author of the third paper, "Revision
of Distribution Transfer Networks'',
which will be presented at this meeting
by a University of Maine delegate.
Prof. A. C. Lyon will be in charge of
a group of civil engineering students who
will make the annual hydraulic engineer-
ing inspection trip to N'eazie, Ellsworth.
Toddy Pond and Bucksport on May 5.
Student members of the party are Wil-
liam L Bates, Parker 0. Cushman.
Ralph L. Davis, Earle %V. Doughty.
Philip L. Evans, Cecil W. Horne, Wil-
liam Jensen. Malcolm C. Long, Frank E.
Patten, George A. Ramsdell, Timothy
J. Ryan, Theodore W. Schwarzman,
Basil W. Vaughn, Richard %V. Reed, and
Robert B. Reed.
H. W. Coffin, U. of M. 1916, oi -
Bangor Hydro-Electric Company, at., i
E. L. Roberts, U. of M. 1920, of the
Electrical Engineering Department of the
University of Maine, are investigating
relative amounts of radio interference
produced when various types of insula-
tors are subjected to normal and abnor-
mal voltage conditions.
The Paper Mill of February 21, 1931,
contains an article, "Colors for Dyeing
Paper." by Harold E. Pratt, U. of M.
1921. Mr. Pratt majored in chemical
engineering and is now Assistant Super-
intendent at the Bowdoin mill of the
Pejepscot Paper Company.
Dean J. S. Stevens gave a lecture on
The Literature of the Bible at the Ladies
Night meeting of the Men's Club of the
Methodist Church in Gardiner. Rever-
end L. D. Porter, '22, is pastor of this
church.
Prof. C. P. Weston was in Boston the
week-end of April 23 to attend the ban-
quet of thy New England Association of
Beta Theta Pi at which he acted as toast-
master.
Dr. C. A. Dickinson and Secretary'
Crossland attended a meeting of the
Waldo County Alumni Association in
Belfast April 30.
Dean Lutes gave an address at Bel-
fast April 27 to the Schoolman's Club
His subject was "Teaching as a Profes-
sion."
George W. Raye. U. of M. 1929, is
engaged in research work on electric re-
frigerators with the Frosted Foods Com-
pany at Cambridge. Mass.
Miss Jessie Ashworth attended the
New England Sociological Conference in
Boston Saturday and Sunday, April 25
and 26.
President Boardman and Secretary
Crossland attended a meeting of the
Ilancock County Alumni Association
April 30.
Prof. B. C. Kent attended the Shrift,
meeting in Portland Thursday. April 23
Attractive Booths
THE BEST OF FOODS
and
DANCING
whenever you wish at no extra
cost.
This is the happy combination
that our
Atlantic Night Garden
offers you. Drop in after the theatre, afternoon Of
evening.
You are welcome to dine and dance any hour of the
day.
66 Main S , Rangur
A Night Club Atmosphere
Always a Good Time.
Over Atlantic Cafeteria
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ERENLH CLUBS HOLD JOINT
MEETING
Beta Pi Theta and Le Cercle Francais
held a joint meeting last Wednesday
eiening in 355 Arts and Sciences.
Dr. Parker played French records and
afterwards explained each of them in
English. There were selections from
L'Avare, Athalie, and popular old folk
songs as Sur le Pont D'Avignon, and
Erere Jacques. The investment in the
records is an entirely new experiment
for the French department. By these,
it is expected that a more vivid French
atmosphere may be created.
Refreshments were served afterwards.
President Germaine L'Heureux, Secre-
tary Jeanne Lepine, and Treasurer An-
gela Miniutti were in charge of the ar-
rangements.
KAPPA SIGMA HOUSE PARTY
Kappa Sigma held their annual spring
formal and informal, on Friday and Sat-
urday, April 24 and 25, at the chapter
house.
The formal, which was a very charm-
ing affair, was chaperoned by Capt. and
Mrs. Hugh Wear, Coach and Mrs.
Chester Jenkins, and the matron, Mrs.
Anne L. Webster. Refreshments of
strawberry shortcake and coffee were
served at intermission.
The informal was chaperoned by Mr.
and Mrs. James Moreland and Mrs.
Webster. Ice cream and cake constituted
the refreshments.
Music for both dances was furnished
by Harold Lloyd and his Harmaniacs.
LAMBDA CHI HOUSE PARTY
The Spring house party formal of
Lambda Chi was held April twenty-
fourth with nearly thirty couples pres-
ent. The house was decorated with
blue and white streamers and colored
lights. Silver and black vanity boxes
ssere given as favors.
The following evening an informal
dance was held. Clyde Lougee's orches-
tra furnished the music.
Mrs. Mary McDonough, Mr. and Mrs.
1.1ye Jenness, Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Wal-
lace. and Mr. and Mrs. William Kenyon
chaperoned the dances. Charlie Bunker
served as chairman of the committee in
charge.
HORTICULTURAL DEPARTMENT
VIC PARTY
On Saturday night, April 25th, the
Horticultural department gave a victrola
party for its majors in the horticultural
building. The couples danced on the
waxed floor of a class room in the sec-
ond story. Dr. am! Mrs. Waring acted
as chaperons. Punch, ice-cream and
cookies were served, and the girls were
presented with corsages made in the de-
partment.
MU ENTERTAINED
Dr. and Mrs. Parker entertained the
members and pledges of Pi Chapter of
Phi Mu at supper Sunday night at their
attractive home on Forest Avenue. Af-
ter supper a social hour with singing
Ns a s enjoyed. Other guests present
acre: Mrs. J. N. Hart, Mrs. Cecil Field-
er, Miss Marion Buzzell, Miss Ella Bo-
lan '30. and Miss Doris Curtis.
ARCHERY ENTHUSIASTS MEET
An Archery Meet was held at \Vahan
range, Brewer, last Sunday. An interest-
ing discussion was held concerning this
41,41. Those attending were Marcia
ktlelman, Jean Keirstead, Ruth Harmon,
and Miss Lengyel.
Plans were made for a banquet at the
ountry Club in the near future.
The dinner given by Miss Campbell
f,.t the l'.W.C.A. cabinet members was
•lt1 Monday evening. Nearly all of
girls attended. The dinner was held
rneoine Merrill's home in Orono.
LAST CALL
for
MOTHERS' DAY
CHOCOLATES
and
GREETING
CARDS
f•fter Pick 7-hein Out
Today
PARK'S VARIETY
;
XI SIGMA PI HOLDS INITIATION
Xi Sigma Pi, honorary Forestry sod-
ety. held their annual initiation banquet
Wednesday evening, April 22, at the
Tarratine Club in Bangor.
The men initiated were Robert I. Ash-
man, assistant professor in Forestry.
1Vilfred S. Davis, Paul R. Goodwin,
David H. Hanaburg, Edmund T. Hawes,
Merle T. Hilborn, Charles L. Stewart,
and Kenneth B. Stone.
Original poems were read by the initi-
ates and various faculty and professional
members spoke to the group. The an-
nual Xi Sigma Pi award of a cruiser's
compass to the highest ranking Sopho-
more in the Forestry course was present-
ed to Charles L. Stewart.
After the banquet, the members attend-
ed the theater.
PHI ETA KAPPA FORMAL
Phi Eta Kappa held their spring for-
mal house party on Friday evening,
April 24. The house was attractively
decorated with flowers and colored lights.
Preceding the dance a dinner consist-
ing of fruit cocktail, Phi Eta chicken
salad, potato chips, asparagus tips, lem-
on sherbet, and sponge cake was served.
At intermission clocks of modernistic
design with the Phi Eta Kappa seal
were given to the guests.
The chaperons were Mr. and Mrs.
Theodore Curtis, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Lamoreau. and Mrs. Carrie Blanchard.
The committee in charge was Albert
McMichael, Bruce Steward, and Philip
Havey,
OMICRON NU BUSINESS
MEETING
Alpha Beta Chapter of Omicron Nu
held its first business meeting recently.
The following members were elected to
office: President, Jennie Davidson; vice-
president, Lena Wyman; secretary, Dor-
othy Somers; treasurer, Mabel Lancas-
ter; editor, Martha Wasgatt; alumnae
adviser, Dr. Marion Sweetman.
PHI GAM VIC PARTY
Phi Gamma Delta gave a victrola
party last Friday evening. Bridge,
hearts, dancing, and eating, were among
the various amusements offered. Dr. and
Mrs. Young chaperoned
Pi Beta Phi observed Founders' Day
Tuesday by an informal supper at the
cabin. The committee in charge was
Margaret Denton, Madeline Riley, and
Margaret Thompson.
New Officers Are Elected for
University Orchestra
(Continued from Page One)
March 13. The season has been success-
ful and much credit should be given to
the members who have devoted their time
and talent to this activity.
Two Former Maine Students Tennis Club Tournament
Make New Cigarette Paper Reaches Quarter-fisaIs
I he !olio% mg excerpt Ir. m i ;Hie will
be interesting to those v.ho remember
Wiliam and Louis Schweitzer:
"Two brothers, former students of the
University of Maine, now engaged in the
paper business, promise to revolutionize
the cigarette industry in the United
States and may challenge France's mo-
nopoly as a cigarette paper making nation
by manufacturing American made paper
on an equal quality. These two brothers
are Louis Schweitzer, graduate in the
class of 1919 from University of Maine.
and William P. Schweitzer, who attend-
ed the University two years.
"In Elizabeth. N. J., they have a fac-
tory all equipped and ready on an in-
stant's notice to commence the making
of high grade cigarette paper, which
hitherto has been entirely imported. All
United States cigarettes are wrapped in
paper imported from France.
"The brothers have the word of Jean
de Montgolfier, leading cigarette paper
manufacturer of France, that their prod-
uct is superior in every way to his. At
present the Schweitzer factory is idling
along, turning out only enough wrappers
to satisfy the curiosity of needs of small
cigarette manufacturers. But the plant
is so geared that at a moment's notice it
can be whipped into quantity production,
to shatter French monopoly.
"The Schweitzer brothers are the third
generation of a paper family. Grand-
father Joseph Schweitzer, who lived in
Odessa, imported paper from France.
His son, Peter Joseph Schweitzer emi-
grated to the United States, set up an
importing business and later acquired a
mill in France. Louis and William
Schweitzer went to the University of
Maine, majored in paper engineering,
and later worked in France.
"In a mill at Jersey City they make
carbon paper and the thin tissue which
radio manufacturers need for insulation.
Their factory at Elizabeth was acquired
in 1929, equipped for manufacture of
cigarette paper. Their method is modern,
but essentially the same as that in
France. Rags are washed and beaten.
transformed into paper to which calcium
carbonate is added to aid combustion.
Many of the mechancial features in their
factory have been invented by Louis
Schweitzer."
DRAMA GROUP TO PRESENT
PLAY
One of the University Drama Groups
under the direction of Atwood Levensal-
er is presenting the play, "The Impor-
tance of Being Earnest", for the Wom-
en's Alliance of the Fellowship Church
at the Community House, Wednesday.
April 29, at 7:30 o'clock. Admission
will be twenty-five cents.
The play is to be preceded by a supper
consisting of chicken salad, potato
flakes, rolls, and coffee served by the
Alliance. Admission to the supper will
he sixty cents.
Malcolm Y. "Mal" MacCormick '32
is University representative of
Freeses Men's Shops
Bangor's largest store for men
SS North Main St.. Orono Jack Freese '17
•••••,
Andrews Music House Co.
Headquarters for
PIANOS, MUSIC, VICTOR RECORDS, RADIO
Musical Merchandise, Strings, etc.
DANCE PROGRAMS
BACON PRINTING CO.
Producers of Fine Printing
22 STA= ST., BANGOR. ME.
Don't Forget To Drop In
at the
Maine Bear
1 Bottle La Lasine and 1 Doctor West Tooth Brush
Both for 59c
University Pharmacy
Islur sit ash crse neather conditions
the Tennis Club tournament is advancing
fairly rapidly, with only twelve of the
original forty entrants still in the run-
ning. The second round has been com-
pleted, and four men have reached the
quarter-finals. All but one of the seeded
players have remained undefeated, the
exception being Pressey's defeat by
Brunn, 6-1, 14-12. The twelve men who
are still undefeated are as follows: Far-
rar, Sargent. Clem, Bradbury, Arm-
strong, Colby, Griffin, Mayers, Reichert,
Teague, Moors, and Brunn.
Following is a summary of the matches
played: Farrar defeated Reid; Sargent
defeated Howes; Lovell defeated Lull;
Palmer defeated Parlin; Bradbury de-
feated Garland; Cope defeated Burr;
Adams defeated Cushman; Colby de-
feated Ashworth; Griffin defeated Stone;
Parsons defeated Jarrett; Lord defeated
Coggins; Reichert defeated Hinckley;
Teague defeated Johnson; Moors de-
feated Field; Brunn defeated Morrison;
Sargent defeated Earle; Clem defeated
Palmer; 1)avis defeated Small; Arm-
strong defeated Cope.
W.A.A. TO SEND GIRLS TO
HOCKEY CAMP
The Women's Athletic Association
voted last week to put aside a sum of
money to send eligible girls interested
in hockey to Mt. Pacons Hockey Camp
in Pennsylvania.
This camp is held the first of Sep-
tember. Last year Maine was repre-
sented by Clara Richardson, Estelle Bur-
rill, and Merrita Dunn.
Notices are posted so that girls inter-
ested may sign up. The girls who will
attend will then be picked according to
their interest and fitness.
It is requested that mem-
bers of the senior class turn
in their orders for graduation
announcements at the Treas-
urer's office at once.
SCREEN I
"I'm sorry," explained Director George
Fitzmaurice to the bland individual ap-
plying for a role in "Strangers May
Kiss", Norma Shearer's new starring
vehicle, "but we decided to use a French-
man instead of an Englishman. We'll
have to get someone else."
A beam of joy wreathed the counte-
nance of the applicant.
"Voila!" he exclaimed. "That's beau-
coup swell—make it French, German,
Italian, Dutch. Spanish or Belgian. I
speak all those languages and some
Chinese and Greek too!"
The linguistic actor, George Davis,
disclosed he has played parts in pictures
of seven different languages for foreign
release, having acquired his knowledge
while traveling around the world with
circuses.
"You win!" laughed Fitzmaurice. "I
haven't any arguments left!"
Davis plays the role of the interrupting
hotel waiter in the Metro-Goldwyn-May-
er picturization of the Ursula Parrott
novel which will come to the Strand
Theatre next Thursday and Friday.
Robert Montgomery and Neil Hamil-
ton share leading man honors and the
supporting cast includes Marjorie Ram-
beau, Irene Rich, Hale Hamilton, Con-
chita Montenegro, Jed Prouty and Albert
Conti.
OUTING CLUB ELECTIONS
The members oi the Maine Outing
Club held a meeting Wednesday, April
22 and elected the following officers:
President, Leif Sorensen; vice-presi-
dent, Rebecca Spencer; secretary, Eloise
Lull; treasurer, Lawrence Adkins; man-
ager of winter sports, Leif Sorensen;
assistant managers, Richard Lull and
Don Greene; banquet committee, Louis
Thompson, chairman, Evelyn Randall,
Ethel Thomas, Inez Howe, Charles Reed.
Conservatives do not conserve, Liber-
als are no longer liberal. and Labor cer-
tainly does not labor.—.4. E. Crabbe
LAST CALL FOR STUDENTS
A
A
Have You Seen Dr. Peterson Yet?
%Vill You Graduate With Your Class?
The Pleasures of Recreation and Study are combined in the
Summer Session at Maine...)
July 6 - - Augull 14, 1931
COURSES IN:
Chemistry A Chemical
Engineering
Pulp and Paper
Economics & Sociology
Education
English
French
General Literature
German
History & Government
Home Economics
I.atin
Nlatheniatics & Astronomy
School Music
Athletic Coaching
Physical Education
Physics
Psychology
Public Speaking
Spanish
Zoology
Get a Summer Seasion Bulletin from Dr. Peterson
and
Decide Now on Your Summer Courses
A
A
LAST CALL FOR STUDENTS
01.0
that EXTRA something. . . .
CLICQUOT
has it!
L
IT'S that smoother, richer
m•Ilower flavor that makes
Clicquot Club the fair-haired
favorite of many a campus
party. It blends well with any
company because it is a per-
fect blend itself.
CLICQUOT CLUB
GINGER ALES
&ale Circy - ,-9solden ri-ec
ghree gavorite gtavors on any Campus
ALUMNI SECRETARY AN-
NOUNCES COMMENCEMENT
COMMITTEE
Alumni Secretary Charles Crossland
has announced the following personnel
of this. year's Commencement Commit-
tee Tuesday. This committee is ap-
pointed cooperatively by the University
and the president of the Alumni Associ-
ation. E. 11. Kelley '90 is the chairman,
and other ntetnbers are A. W. Sprague
05, 1)irector of Music; Professor Whit-
more '06 of the History Department; T.
S. Curtis '23, George Lord '24, Robert
flaskell '25, Mildred Brown '25, Thomp-
son Guernsey '26, and Mrs. James Book-
er '29.
This committee is charged with making
all arrangements incidental to the Com-
mencement program. It met for the
first time Thursday a fterm 'in, April 30.
All-Maine Women to Give Annual
Pageant
(Continued from Page Ow)
grams: Erma Barton; Grounds: Jean
Kierstead; Music: Rebecca Spencer,
Aline Perkins; Rehearsals: Helen Beas-
ley, Marjorie Moulton, Martha Smith,
Ethel Thomas, Hildreth Montgomery,
Mary Galaher, Evelyn Winslow,
STRAND THEATRE
ORONO MAINE
• Cut out and hang up
Fri., May I
"FINN & HATTIE"
With Leon Errol, Mitzie Green,
Zasu Pitts, Regis Toomey and
Jackie Sean.
Laughs galore.
Sat.. May 2
"BROTHERS"
With Bert Lytell, Dorothy Sebas-
tian and William Morris. From
the Broadway stage success. A
dual character portrayal that is
different. Bert I.ytell's greatest
picture. (First showing in this
section).
Mon., May 4
"MAN OF THE WORLD"
Starring William Powell and
Carole Lombard
Tues., May 5
"BAD SISTER"
Here is an excellent picture from
the story "THE FLIRT", by
Booth Tarkington. In the
cast are Conrad Nagel, 7.asu
Pitts and other well known
stars.
Wed., May 6
"CHARLIE CHAN CARRIES
ON"
An excelent mystery drama with
Warner Oland, Marguerite
Churchill and others.
Don't miss this one.
Thurs.. & Fri., May 7-8
The picture you have been waiting
for—Norma Shearer in
"STRANGERS MAY KISS"
Golf with Johnny Farrell every
p. 
Wednesday 
•
School Supplies
Price Books, Memo Books, Foun-
tain Pens, Architect's Supplies
Everything for the Office
CENTRAL OFFICE SUPPLY CO.
18 entral Street Tel. 226
Bangor
The ideal Hotel for You
In BOSTON
lift,. NEWM
Hotel ANGER
At North Station
Direct Entrance from B. & M. Depot
and Boston Madison Square Garden
500 ROOMS
Each Room equipped with Tub and
Shower • Built-in-Radio Speaker
(Three Station Service)•Servidor
Circulating Ire
MawEmrtitPa's Most Modernist
aquier.d
Appointed Metet
Dining Room, Coffee Shop, Oyster
Bat and Soda Fountain offer wide
variety of food and service.
RATES—ROOM AND BATH
I FOR ONE —S2-50, 3.00. 3.50, 4.00
FOR TWO—:"ttff tee.00ei, 4.R.SO, 5.00, 6.00
TUFTS COLLEGE
DENTAL SCHOOL. 
Cot, ice men EA woolen -prepare he • pro-
b....4.n of widening interest and importunity.
Recent research has 'Margret the scope of
mery phase of dentistry. The fie:d demands.
more than ever helots., men and women of
ability bac kill by superior training. Stub
training Tufts College Dental School ciders to
lit students. School opens on September 30.
1931. Our catalog may guide you In choosing
you/ caner. Fa immolation addles,—
Eht. Wit mit Rica, &ea
4115 lionhattors Avows lestes, Mow.
S. 
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Track Team Faces Dartmouth Frosh Tracksters Pin
In Opening Meet This Season Defeat on Portland
Don Favor Is Heavy Scorer with
29 Points to His Credit.
Portland Gets Two FirstsTwenty-six Men To Make Trip To Hanover. Big Green
Favored To Defeat the Inexperienced Maine Squad.
Raymo White Expected To Star
Twenty-six pale blue cinder
will entrain with Coach Jenkins Friday
morning for Hanover to compete with
the Dartmouth aggregation in the first
outdoor track meet of the season.
Although Dartmouth is strong both
on the track and in the field events,
Cocah Jenkins has been effectively groom-
ing his charges for the meet, and with
a brilliant record behind them, the Maine ,
team should at least take some of the
points away from the Indians. With the
M.I.T. clash scheduled for next week,
and the State Meet only two weeks away,
this week's contest should aid materially
in giving Maine followers a line on the
prospects of the pale blue.
The chief strength of the bruins lies
in the dashes. Captain Raymo White
has been consistently turning in a time
of ten seconds fiat for the century, and
is expected to show strength in the 220
as well. Ev Gunning and Bud Brooks.
co-captains of cross country, and Harry
Booth will offer plenty of opposition in
the competition for the longer distances.
In the field division. Maine seems to
be over-shadowed by high jumpers who
do better than six feet, shot putters cap-
able of 44 feet, and a pole vaulter who
pulls himself over at least six inches
higher than the best that has yet been
done by Maine's star, Freeman Webb.
These facts taken into consideration,
plus the fact that Dartmouth has essen-
tially the same team which cleaned up
all the dual meets in which it was en-
tered last year, and since Maine has
practically all sophomores. the Green is
CAPTAIN RAYSIO WHITE
expected to be on the long end of the
count.
The men who make the trip will be
selected front the following: Captain
Raymo White. Steve !dank, Mel Means,
Doc Moulton. Ray Wendell, Bob Pendle-
ton, Roy Shaw, Harry Booth, Ernest
Percival, Cliff Curtis. Al Alley, Norm
Webber, Johnny Gonzals, Al Emerson,
Bill Jensen, Al Osier. Ev Gunning, Bud
Brooks, Bill Stiles, Phil Yerxa, Lovell
Chase. Art Lufkin, Don McKiniry, Bob
Timberlake. (;arald l)uplisea, John
Branch. Freeman NYehh, l'hil Have)'.
S B SEIGALPORTITUDESy HAROLD
THE VARSITY NINE appears to be
full of surprises this year. They suc-
ceeded in upsetting the &pesters who
predicted two state series wins for them
on the trip; now if they only continue to
fool the dopesters, they'll win their first
home game Saturday.
IN TAKING TWENTY-SIX MEN
to Hanover Friday, the U. is taking one
of the largest squads ever on a big trip.
• • • • • •
THE BLUE NETMEN, after trying
for years in vain, have finally succeeded
in gaming some official recognition on
tie for first in the meet last Saturday.
Something for his "M- book.
Sidelights on the Baseball Trip
Smith played Ii n and the mouse with
two pitchers during the trip. At Colby
he knocked out four or five hard fouls
and then nonchalantly tapped out a home
run; at Connecticut he duplicated the
feat.
In Portland. Nutting received his quar-
terly bath when he stuck his head out of
a window in answer to McCabe's call.
Ask Captain Bill what happened in the
theater in Willimantic.—And after she
gave hint a stick of gum!
After learning that the Northeastern
game had been cancelled. the entire crew
retired to the Old lloward,—to A cr. P; 3rd, Aldrich. NI.CC
Primo Camera, of course. Discus—Won by Favor. M; 2nd, Rog-
ers. NI ; 3rd. Henry, P. Distance 114 ft.
the campus. With the formation of a Clark Abbott went shopping for shirts
club. supporters of the sport have he- at the Custom House Tower.
come strong enough so that the athletic ; Neil Calderwood appropriated some
board has sanctioned a meet with Bates. hotel property with the aid of Sam Se-
which takes place this Saturday. and zak. Pushed from the straight and nar-
have approved a three match intercollegi-
ate schedule to be arranged for next
year. Much credit is due to Kent Brad
bury, manager of the team, and Fred
Black, president of the club.
• • • • • •
MAINE will enjoy one of the biggest
sports week-ends of the spring season
this Saturday. The track squad travels
to Hanover. the racquet wielders embark
for Bates, the varsity ball tossers take on
olby here, the frosh tracksters compete
with Deering High, and the yearling nine
IMM ,SCS Mt. I. Incidentally Saturday's
schedule is as follows: 9 :00
vs. Deering; 2:0U P.M.—Maine vs. Col-
by; after the varsity game, the frosh
oppose M.C.I. Everything is on Alum-
ni Field; all times daylight saving.
• • • • • •
TED CURTIS has been busy havinv
Alumni Field put into shape for the in
terstate meet. May In. Weather permit
ting. with the field and track in sus'
good shape, conditions are ideal for sot:,
new records.
DON FAVOR, freshman A •
tacked up a record of 5 first place-
•
that 1.0)al Old Tux
(leaned and pressed it will
Elk just as go mod as the other
fellow's. %Veil take care of
the shine and the creases. and
if there are any little repair:,
we'll look after them. too.
Let us put your dress suit
in shape now so it will lie
ready when you want it.
Bill Riley
College Cleansers and Dyers
•
tow by only a simple spittoon! Who won
Ole contest Sunday IMAM Neil?
W.A.A. INVITED TO ENTER
TENNIS TOURNAMENT
The Wiimen's Athletic Assiiciation has
livco !mail! to enter the national archery
tournament to be held at Madison, Wis-
con,in. May 17-20. The scores for the
t,urnament will be exchanged by tele-
graph.
Competing in the lace ot a cold wind
which swept over Alumni Field last Sat-
urday, the powerful undefeated Frosh
tracksters defeated the Portland High
School team 59-31. The Pale Blue year-
lings showed decided improvement in the
field e‘ents over their performance of
last week, due to the presence of Don
Favor who alone scored 29 points, taking
five first places and tying for a sixth.
Phil Parsons was second high scorer of
the meet with two firsts and a second.
O'Connell and Hildreth both of Maine
won a sensational four-forty yard run
finishing in a tie. Maine took every first
place except two, Ricker winning the
shot put, and Dziodzio came through to
nose out Hardison in the low hurdles.
Dziodzio starred for Portland.
The summary:
100 yd. dash-1st trial heat—Won by
Davis, M; 2nd, Dziodzio. P; 3rd, Hardi-
son, M. Time 10 4-5 sec.
2nd trial heat—Won by Parsons, M;
2nd, Warren, M; 3rd, Conroy, P. Time
10 4-5 sec.
Final heat—First, Parsons, M; 2nd,
Davis, N; and 3rd, Warren, M. Time
10 3-5 sec.
220 yd. dash—Won by Parsons, M;
2nd. Davis, M; 3rd, NYarren, M. Time
24 3-5 sec.
440 yd. dash—Won by Hildreth, M;
and O'Connell. M (tie); 3rd, Norton.
P. Time 54 2-5 sec.
One mile run—Won by Earle. M:
2nd, Crosby, N; 3rd, Drowns, P. Time
4 min. 57 sec.
880 yd. run—Won by Corbett, M; 2nd,
Poland, P; 3rd, Harvey, M. Time 2 min.
12 sec.
120 yd. high hurdles—Won by Dough-
erty. M; 2nd, Snook, P; Crangle, P.
Time 19 sec.
220 yd. low hurdles—Won by Dziod-
zio. P; 2nd, Hardison, M; 3rd, Jordan.
M. Time 27 sec.
Pole vault—Won by Black, M, and
Favor, NI (tie); 3rd, Pistaki, and Kelly
both of Portland. Height 9 ft. 7 in.
High jump—Won by Favor, M; 2nd.
Snook, P; 3rd, Black, M. Height 5 ft.
3 1-2 in.
Shot put—Won by Ricker, P; 2nd,
Hill, M; 3rd. Rogers. M. Distance 43
ft. 5 in.
Broad jump—Won by Favor, M; 2nd,
Conroy, P; 3rd, Dougherty, M. Distance
19 ft. 3 1-4 in.
Hammer throw—Won by Favor, M;
2nd, Parsons. M; 3rd, Kozicz, P. Dis-
tance 143 ft. 11 in.
Javelin—Won by Favor, M; 2nd, Rick-
Distance 153 ft.
Lii T in FRENCH
kesolential Summer School
leo-educational in the heart
of French Canada. Old
Country French staff. Only
French spoken. Elementary,
Intermediate. Advanced.
Certificate or College credit.
French entertainments, sight
seeing. sports, etc.
Fee .140. Floard and Tuition.
June /S—July 30. Write for
circular to Secretary. French
Summer School
McGILL UNIVERSITY
Montreal - Canada
Men's Suits and Topcoats
Ladies Coats and Dresses
Cleaned and Pressed
We have the largest establishment in this section of the State. equipped with
the most modern machinery, and employ skilful and experienced help.
‘Ve call and deliver. Prompt service.
Our motto is
Quality—Service--Satisfaction
Bangor, Boston and New York Dye House
11 A N(.011 MAINE
Telephone 4740-4741
•
A:I
Ma,“s
tors
1 , 1,a - co
PIPES
Always Something New in
SMOKERS' ARTICLES
Drop in when you're down
yOUNGS
26 State St.".w
For Frat
Smokers
Pouches
Lighters
•
Pioneer Engraving Co.
le PHOTO-ENGRAVERS le
191 h Inge St Bangor it.'
Freshman Ball Team
Wins Over Kents Hill
•
Contest Is Loosely Played, with
Yearlings Gaining Decision by
Last Inning Homer
The freshman baseball team v.on its
opening game of the season last Saturday
afternoon against Kents Hill by the
score of 10-8. .The contest was loosely
played on both sides, with Kenyon's
charges winning out in the last inning.
Kents Hill started the game by scor-
ing a run off Searles. Maine came right
back with two runs as a result of Win-
chenbaugh's single with two on base.
Searles was replaced by Heald in the
3rd when Kents Hill found him for a
couple of runs. The visitors gained an-
other run in the 4th but Maine pushed
a tally across the plate due to Karalekas'
Texas Leaguer with a man on second.
The frosh gained the lead again in the
6th as a result of loose handling of the
ball by the visitors, and added another
run to its total in the 8th inning. Mean-
while the Hill-toppers had scored two
runs in the 7th and the start of the 9th
found the teams tied 6-6.
The last frame saw the prep school
aggregation scoring two men off Gray
who was now pitching for the frosh.
Karalekas, however, started Maine's
rally with a single to left field. Pearson
followed with a base on balls and Wilbur
filled the bases as a result of a beautifully
placed bunt. Blanchard, the next batter
with three men on, smashed a tern!:.
drive thru the pitchers box which trickl,'
thru the center fielder's hands. FoIr
men crossed the home plate for Main,
and the game was won 10-8.
Score by innings:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 89 T
Kents Hill 1 02 1 0 02 02 81
Maine 2 00 0 1 20 1 4 10
Officers of the Athletic Associati,:i
will be nominated Friday noon at ..!
o'clock in the M. C. A. Building. Ea,
fraternity and sorority should send One
representative to this meeting. There will
be four nominations for each of the fol-
lowing officers, president, vice-president. i
senior representative, and sophomore rep- I
resentative.
Baseball Team To Meet Colby
In First Home Game Saturday
Maine Hopes To Break Losing Streak. Still Looms as
Strong Contender for State Title. Hallgren May
Be Out Through Injury
All bad things muse come to an end,
and the losing streak of the Pale Blue
is bound to be checked sooner or later,
maybe next Saturday against Colby.
With a combination of effective pitch-
ing, fine defensive work and smashing
attacks, Coach Brice's squad is enough
to cause any team in the State League
an afternoon of trouble.
Maine plays its first home game against
Colby on Saturday. May 2, at two o'clock.
Although the Bricemen met defeat
twice in the state series, yet they still
loom as strong contenders for the State /
Championship.
Two of the hurlers, Solander and
Perkins, the latter a southpaw, who did
their share toward capturing the title for
the University of Maine a year ago, are
the pair Brice is pinning most of his
hopes upon, but in addition he has "Nut-
zo" Nutting. Romansky, star of last
year's frosh, Spurling and Churchill. all
of whom have impressed the Maine coach
as being capable.
The veterans of last year's champion-
ship team are Captain Bill Wells, catch-
er, "Scoop-'em-up" Smith, first base, Pat
McCabe, third base, and aBlondy-
Hincks, center field.
Among the new men, Lewis, up from
the freshman team, seems in line for
second base, while Swen Hallgren will
cover the short field provided a recently
acquired ankle injury doesn't interfere
Should that happen. Springer will get
the place. Left field is being fought for
by Hall, Kiszonak and Frost just at
present, while Abbott is patroling right
field because of his hitting prowess.
Group leaders for girls' baseball are
urged to pick the members of their
teams as soon as possible. These mem-
bers must be able to play in the evening.
for the games this spring will be played
after dinner, due to the fact that Day-
light Saving extends an extra hour of
daylight.
EVERY BANKING SERVICE
t any office of this bank you will find complete
facilities for handling your
Check Accounts, Savings Accounts,
Safe Deposits, Investments,
Trusts
_Iri "All Maine" bank for all .11aine
MERRILL TRUST COMPANY
BANGOR, MAINE
Branches at
Bel fast jtveserpo-Frt 
Old Town
Milo
1 
Bucksport
Dexter Machias Orono
Total Resources Over $20,000,000.00 
Do a little
Checking up
yourself
DON'T TAKE our word for it,
switch to Camels for just one
day then quit them if you can.
The moment you open the
package you'll note the differ-
ence between fresh humidor
packed Camels and dry-as-dust
cigarettes. Camels are supple
and firm to the touch. Stale,
dried-out cigarettes crumble
and crackle when pressed. But
the real convincer is to smoke
Camels. Every puff is a sheer
delight of cool, mellow mild-
ness; the Camel blend of
choicest Turkish and mellow-
est Domestic tobaccos, kept
in prime condition by mois-
ture-proof Cellophane sealed
air-tight.
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO.
Winston-Salem, :v. C.
CAMELS
Factory-fresh CAMELS
are air-sealed in the new
Sanitary Package uhiell
keep. the da.t and ',xi-gr-
out and keeps the f1.1%, r ; •
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